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ABSTRACT

Since the end of World War II, the German Democratic Republic has been

forced to confront the circumstances of its creation and existence as the "other

Germany, and its leaders determine policy with this in mind. Consequently, the ruling

Socialist Unity Party must constantly strive to attain domestic legitimacy and stability

for itself. This quest has acted, and continues to act, as a major determinant of East

German foreign and domestic policies -- policies which sometimes differ from those of

the USSR. Therefore, this paper analyzes the means by which the SED regime

attempts to attain domestic legitimacy, and hence stability, for -itself.

First, domestic policies designed to achieve legitimacy/stability goals are outlined.

These include political culture, party recruitment, political socialization, and social

policy. Second, the role of economics in attaining regime legitimacy is explored and

shown to be another major implement. Third, East German relations with the Soviet

Union, West Germany, the Warsaw Pact, and the Third World are discussed in the

context of six issues. These issues serve to illustrate the dominance of legitimacy and

stability concerns in East German foreign policy. The last section of this paper

discusses American policies relative to Central Europe; the SED's quest for legitimacy

and stability is found to affect American decisionmaking in the region -- in past,

present, and future policies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are few countries in the modern world where the mutual relationship

between foreign and domestic policies is more important than in the German

Democratic Republic (GDR). These policies have been governed by two important

and elusive requirements: the quest for legitimacy and the maintenance of regime

stability. Their importance to the East German leadership derives from the fact that

there are two Germanics, which are a product of the East-West confirontation. It is my

contention that these concerns have been the primary motivators in autonomous East

German policy decisions and political posture throughout the short history of the

GDR -- that i. pclicies formulated in East Berlin and not Moscow. Thus, the purpose

of this paper -s t,) aiial%/e the East German Socialist Unity Party's (SED's) search for

legitimac-: and stability -- a search which functions as a major determinant of policy.

Unlike other communist states in Eastern Europe, the ruling SED regime is faced

with the need to attain legitimacy as a government and legitimacy as a new German

nation. Ilow can a country which was conquered and thereafter occupied by the

Soviets, with its government set up along Marxist,'Leninist lines and its foreign policy

historically controlled by Moscow, pretend to be a legitimate German state? In

Jonathon Steele's words, "In the Western world it was considered a bastard state, an

artificial satellite of the Soviet Union." ' This is the paradox which has conFroted the

leaders of the regime, and as this paper will show, has served as a major influence on

policymaking.

Long perceived as merely the Soviet Occupation Zone or the premier puppet

state of the USSR, Last Germany has today become an increasingly iniluential nation

in the world and a politically viable actor in Central Europe. In 1973, this country

became the one hundred and thirty-third member ofthe United Nations; just five years

before, only thirteen countries oflicially viewed the GDIR as a separate state. To bc

sure, the Soviet Union remains the ultimate power overseeing the final policies of the

GI)R; however, the political spectrum in which the SLI) leadership can function hJ\

grown wider. The resulting changes and subtle increases in autonomy for the Lst

'Jonathon Steele, Inside ELast (;ct',,Iai': The State 7 iat Caie in Irnm t/ Cold
(New York: Urizen Books, 1977), p. 3.
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Germans have affected domestic rule, intra-bloc foreign policy, and East-West

relations.

A. METHODOLOGY

To illustrate the importance of legitimacy and stability in East German

decisionmaking, different domestic and foreign policies are examined and their

relationship to legitimacy/ stability concerns are analyzed.

Chapter 2 deals with the domestic policies of the SED in addressing its legitimacy

and stability concerns -- policies which demonstrate the tremendous energies and

resources expended in the attempt to attain even limited success in this regard. The

nature of East German political culture, political organization, socialization processes,

party recruitment, and social policy, reflect SED attempts at legitimation and

stabilization of the status quo. This influences not only the nature of policymaking in

the GDR, but determines the kind of society which now exists there.

The third chapter of this paper addresses the Socialist Unity Party's use of

economics as a tool for gaining legitimacy. The East German economic hcritage is

discussed in order to illustrate the problems which have confronted the GDR (and the

solutions which have been applied to correct them). Standards of living and levels of

personal consumption are compared to other similar nations in Eastern Europe in

order to illustrate that economics is utilized to build popular support for the regime.

Chapter 4 explores legitimacy and stability as motivations in Last German

foreign relations. Four legitimacy, stability goals which motivate foreign policy

decisions are discussed -- that is, those legitimacy,, stability goals which, if perceived as

vital by the SED leadership, could have possibly affected the final actions taken or

decisions adopted. These goals are arranged in a matrix and rated as either high or low

as motivators or factors in each situation. These legitimacy'stability (I, S) goals are:

1) National Identityi Goals- Goals which would contribute to the overall perception
of a separate Last German national heritage and culture.

2) S''creiJ'ntv Goals- Objectives which motivate policies that tend to illustrate the
GDR as a separate German nation recognized in the international milieu as
such.

3) Ideolo,,ical Goals- These are Lcoals which illustrate the inherent "rightncss" of
the last Gernan social and pdlitical system.

4) Social Gwls- Goals whichi affect those policies aimed at buildinc popular
support throug1.h maintenance of consumer satisfaction and full'lmcnt of
popular expectations of an ever-rising standard of living.

I1
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Also within this chapter, East German relationships with the Soviet Union, West

Germany, the Warsaw Pact, and the Third World are examined. First, the nature of

the GDR's position in each of these relationships is briefly explored and, second, the

L'S goals are applied to related issues. These issues are:

1) GDR-Soviet-West German Issues

Ostpolitik- The dispute between SED General Secretary Walter Ulbricht and the
Kremlin over detente with the West in the late 1960's and early 1970's.
Abarenzun- the policy of limiting Western influences -- a policy implemented
bvl-Honecker and the SED leadership after detente became a reality.

"Damage Limitation"- East German maintenance of close ties with the Federal
Republic of Germany after the deployment of' American intermediate nuclear
forces (INF) in Western Europe in 1983; actions which were contrary to Soviet
political posturing towards the West.

2) GDR-East European Issues

Czechoslovakia-196,- The policy and posture of the GDR in the period just
prior to the Soviet Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia and after the
Prague Spring" in 1968.

Poland-1980-81- SED actions during the worker strikes and crisis in Poland
beginning in August 1980.

3) The GDR and the Third World- The nature of the extensive East German
involvement in various Third World countries -- countries both inside and
outside of the "socialist camp."

The legitimacy stability goals active in these issues are determined to be major

influencing factors in East German foreign policy.
The fifth chapter outlines the United States policies in Central Europe and their

relationship with the attainment of East German legitimacy and stability goals. A
history of American interests in East Germany is briefly examined, and those which

remain important today are analyzed. This is accomplished by comparing the three

major American national interests (world order interests, economic interests, and

ideological interests) to the East German L,'S goals in order to illustrate the constraints

which the Unitcd States must face in developing policies in Central Europe. Lastly,

policy options are posited using this paradigm.

B. LEGITIMACY AND STABILITY DEFINED

The Dictionary of Political Thought defines legitimacy as:

The process whereby power gains acceptance f'or itself' in the eves of' those who
are governed by it, by generating a belief in its legitimacy ... il communist

11



states legitimation tends to persist (despite the official view that, after the
revolution, it will no longer be necessary), but2has the novel character of issuing
directly from the state, in the form of doctrine.

Therefore, in the East German sense, legitimacy can be defined in terms of the

perception (by the populace) of credibility: credibility as a government, a social
system, and a nation. Given the circumstances of the creation of the GDR, the

Western concept of legality (emanating from popular mandate and considered an

important aspect of legitimacy) is discarded in a state such as East Germany in favor

of acquiescence and partial support by the populace. In the GDR, legitimacy can be

claimed by the leadership, but in reality it can only truly exist if granted (perceived) by

the East German people. It is identified and hence realized in many ways -- through

popular support and compliance, the realization of a sense of national sovereignty and

pride by the people, increased East German patriotism (as different from an overall

German patriotism), and, above all, the tacit acceptance of the SED regime by the East

German population.

Legitimacy is important in the German Democratic Republic for two major

reasons. First, legitimacy assists in bolstering the domestic political stability of the

ruling party -- stability which is derived from domestically perceived legitimacy. This is

accomplished by creating a sense of confidence not only in the polity itself, but also in

the ideology which is the polity's foundation. Second, legitimacy aids in attaining

those foreign policy goals which contribute to the above. Given the circumstances of

the creation and development of the GDR, a legitimate government (in the East

German sense) possesses greater flexibility in realizing political, social, and economic

success than a government which appears to be based solely on coercion.

Regime stability, on the other hand, is the maintenance of political power and

control by the Marxist/Leninist government in East Berlin. Stephen Bowers considers

stability:

a function of numerous factors: the extent to which citizen expectations are
satisfied, popular identification with the system. and acceptance of governmental
legitimacy are but a few of' the most dbvious. Compriancc withl laws is ct
another 6omponcnt in the catalogue of indicators of regime stability.

2Roger Scruton A Dictionary of Political Thought (New York: Harper and Row
Publishers, 1982), pp 264-265.

3Stephen R. Bowers "Iaw and Lawlcssncss in a Socialist Society: The Potential
Impact of Crime in East Germany," Wforld A/lairs 145 (lFall 1982), p. 152.

12
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Stability is also evident in the absence of widespread disscit and threats of

counterrevolution, continued economic viability, total control over all aspects of

society, and recently, at least partial support for the political structure on the part of

the population.

While stability is the ultimate objective for which legitimacy is sought and

created, there remains a mutual relationship between both factors. In other words, the

long term goal is always stability; although some periodic systemic instability may be

required to "fine-tune" or eliminate dangerous deviation (i.e., the Berlin Wall or

massive economic reform). Because of the mutual influence of legitimacy and stability,

they will be treated throughout this analysis as a single factor unless differences are

emphasized.

13
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II. THE DOMESTIC IMPLEMENTS

A. INTRODUCTION
East German domestic policies are dominated by the necessity to maintain

regime stability and build legitimacy for the State and the Party. Consequently, the
regime places great importance on the transformation of the society in order to realize

these goals. It seems that every aspect of the social system has been included, with
varying success, in the creation of the "perfect state."

Political culture assists in addressing the legitimacy problem through the
establishment of an ideological foundation and political structure in order to create

support for the socialist regime. Political recruitment policies emphasize incorporation
of talent and expertise to build popular advocacy through efficiency and results. The

socialization process seeks to create a "new German" in the GDR to address the
legitimacy deficit through education, social structure, and propaganda. Lastly, overall
social policies attempt to satisfy as many of the wants and needs of the population as

is politically and ideologically feasible.

B. POLITICAL CULTURE AND POLITICAL ORGANIZATION
Peter Merkl defines political culture as:

... internalized in the cognitions feelings, and evaluations of its population.
People arc inducted into it just as they are socialized into nonpolitical roles and
social systems.... The poFitical culttifre of a nation is the particular distribution
of pattcrns of orientation toward political objects among the members of the
nation.

This orientation toward the political structure of the nation enables, to a certain
degree, some identification with the system by the average citizen, i.e., where the
system has been and where it is going. In this respect, one of the most important ways
to gain legitimacy in the eyes of the governed is to put forth a logical and explainable
ideology. Ideology provides a frame of reference to lend continuity and purpose to
that political structure which is attempting to administer and control the nation. In
this regard, the official ideology of the German Democratic Rcpublic is based on the

4 Petcr Merkl 11odern Comparative Politics (iNew York: Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston, 1970), p. 149.
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Soviet pattern (Marxism/Leninism). Formulated from the writings of Marx, Lenin.

and to some extent, Engels, Marxism/Leninism posits basic assumptions about man --

his beliefs, history, and the universe per se. The aspects of class struggle and

proletarian revolution, the overview of historical development and dialectic, and

Lenin's dictatorship of the proletariat are all integral parts of the political basis for rule

of the Socialist Unity Party in East Germany. Thus, the foundation for communist

rule in the GDR is predicated upon the "science" of Marxism/Lcninism, and
consequently, utilized by the regime to instill a sense of correctness and continuity to

the SED system.

The development of the political culture of East Germany is divided into three

periods by John Starrels and Anita Mallinckrodt. 5

1) The "Anti-Fascist Democratic Revolution" (1945-49).

2) Transition to the Construction of Socialism (1950-61).

3) Developing Socialism (1962-present).

1945-1949- The first phase consisted of anti-fascist programs to de-nazif the Soviet

Occupation Zones. The period between 1945 and 1949 was the formative stage of the

current political structure in the GDR. The Soviets forced the fusion of the

Communist and Social Democratic parties into the Sozialistiche Eitnleitspartei

Deutschland (SED). 6 This became the highly centralized communist party which is

evident elsewhere in Eastern Europe. Other parties were allowed to exist, but they

became part of the National Front and directly controlled by the SED. The fusion of'

the Communists and Social Democrats, as well as the legally sanctioned existence of

other so-called "opposition" parties, occurred partly to give the illusion of greater

participation and plurality in the face of the stark absence of legitimacy evident in the

postwar Soviet Occupation Zone. The fact that the other parties remain in existence

today exemplifies the continuing need for the regime to gain credibility as a governing

structure.

5john M. Starrels and Anita Ni. Mallinckrodt, Politics in the German Democratic

Republic (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1975), pp. 27-31.
6 For a detailed work on the coalition of the SPI) and KPI) as well as the

creation of the National Front, see .lP. Nettl 1hc Eastern Zone and Soviet Policy in
Germany- 1945-1950 (New York: Octagon Books, 1977).

15
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'This period was also the time of a declared "German road to socialism." Private

property was largely abolished between 1946 and 1949, and major reforms in education

and justice were undertaken to create a genuinely new society. The GDR was formally

declared a state in 1949.

1950-1961- The second phase occurred during the 1950's. East Germany's political

apparatus was preoccupied with suppressing both internal and external political

opposition as illustrated in the June 1953 uprising in Berlin.

In general, this stage was characterized by the so-called class struggle within and
by a continuous reorganization in almost all areas of the party, state, economy
and society. Not onI did the SED leadership systematical I tr5' to place its loyal
cadres in all these areas; it also methodically destroyed the rermnants of tprivaite
property and the older structures in commerce . . . . th psychological
achieveinents of of the SED in these years were relatively limited.

The decade of the 1950's was a period of massive emigration to the West and

subsequent loss of skilled workers and intellectuals. During this time the party relied

largely upon coercion to maintain power and public acquiescence -- coercion in the

form of incarceration, forced labor, or control over job placement. As West Germany

applied diplomatic and economic pressure throughout the world to isolate the GDR,

the East German population began to maintain a wait-and-see attitude within this

oppressive environment.8 However, this somewhat neutral stance was quickly altered

when forced collectivization was introduced in 1961, reawakening the people to the

reality of the socialist system in which they lived.

1962-Present- Thus, the third and present stage of development began. Until the

middle 1960's the regime had not been capable of providing an appreciable semblance

of social and economic stability to foster a better atmosphere of popular consensus on

major societal issues. The primary factor which dramatically altered the position of the

SED leadership was the erection of the Berlin Wall in 1961. As a result, the rapid flow

of emigrants to the West was curtailed and the East German society was forced to

7 peter Ludz, The GDR From the 60's to the 70's (Ncw York: ANtS Press Inc..
1974), pp. 5-6.

8a'his period was one of the most threatening for the SEI) regime because of the
massive emigration and economic'political isolation of the GI)R. §s long as the door
to the West was at least partially open, the population was not Corced-to accept in
ether own minds the permancnce'of the situation. To them, reunification rcmained a

real possibility for the near Future.

16
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accept the realities of the political, as well as economic, situation. Armed with this

new sense of stability, the SED began to implement changes in its policies which

reflected a growth in regime confidence and a sense of security. Persuasion began to

slowly replace coercion as an instrument of control because as the human stream to

the West was dammed, the most blatant evidence of the regime's illegitimacy and

instability was eliminated. The regime could then turn to building a stronger economy

and socialist society. Consequently, new flexibility appeared as seen in the

introduction of the New Economic System (NES) in 1963. 9

Today, the political structure itself is a close replica of the Communist Party of

the Soviet Union (CPSU). As in the USSR, the government consists of the Party and

the State; the Party makes all major policy decisions and the State is tasked with

carrying out these policies. The Politburo sits at the apex of the structure with

twenty-live members, of which eight are alternates. These members represent the Party

hierarchy, as well as government and mass organizations; they also, are tle real sources

of political power in the (DR.

Below the Politburo, effective policymaking takes place in the Council of

Ministers Presidium; the Council of Ministers itself; the Secretariat of the Central

Comrmttee; and the Central Committee (in order of importance). Many high Party

officials also hold corresponding positions in the State hierarchy, thus reinforcing the

pervasive influence of the SED.

More specifically, the functions of the Party can be divided into higher and lower

strata. In the lower aicas of Basic Party Organizations (BPO's), counties (Bezirke),

and districts (Kreis) there are five functions:10

I) Persmnnci- "hc selecting and training of' potential leaders and administrators for
tb Party.

2) Socialization- inculcating the basic values and knowledge which all citizens
require to function in the new socialist system.

3) Monitoring- the constant overseeing of the performance of institutions.

4) Coordination- limiting the ubiquitous conflicts resulting from the vertical
planning of the system.

9This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. To obtain an overall view of"the NES see J. Vilcvnski. 'he Economics of Socialism (London: George Allen and
li nwin Ltd._ 1977); afid Michael Keren, "The Rise and Fall of the N(w Lconomic
System.'" in Thle German Democratic 1epublic: 1 Lh'-eloped Socialist Socw.tv, ed. Lyiman
II. Legters (Boulder: Westview Press, 1978), pp. 61-84.

1IC. Bradlev Scharfr Politics and Chane in East G,'rniatv: .4n Fialuation of a

Socialist Demnocra'y (Boulder: Wcstvicw Press, 1984), pp. 47-51.
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5) Intervention- fixing the malfunctions, whether they are political, administrative,
or technical in nature.

The higher, or aational, level of the Party carries out these five functions in addition to

goal-setting. For the benefit of this paper, the most important functions of these five

in building and maintaining regime legitimacy and stability are personnel selection and

political socialization.

C. PARTY RECRUITMENT

The process of SED political recruitment is a vehicle for creating perceptions of

popular participation and representation while simultaneously providing the necessary

incentives to attract the needed talem into the governing structure. This process tends

to coopt those who might under different circumstances become dissenters or at least

non-actors in the creation of the "new socialist man". However, cooptation aside, the

Party requires (and utilizes) only a few decisionmakers or power wielders.

If personnel selection is successful, then regime stability is maintained and a

perception of legitimacy for the political system becomes more evident in the people.

In addition, the acquisition of fresh personnel into the ruling party of the GDR assists

in the maintenance of a stable and credible political structure. The Socialist Unity

Party attempts to draw support from all facets of society in its recruiting of new

members. This aids in creating popular support and, consequently, the recruiting

process seems to be rather broad-based. The SED has a membership considerably

larger than most communist countries in Eastern Europe as a percentage of its total

population. In 1981 SED membership was 2,172,110 (including the candidate

members) from a population of approximately 16.5 million. 1 This large SED structure

reflects the importance placed on Party membership by the people because all

important avenues of education and work are opened by way of the Party. I lowever,

the mass membership of the East German Party is not a catch-all for opportunists or

mediocre talent. It is in the SED's best interest to recruit from society those who are

most skilled and educated in order to ensure that qualified political and administrative

personnel will be available to fill the vacancies which will occur: after all, the more

efficent the regime can become in fulfilling its functions, the more it appears legitimate

and remains stable.

" 1 Ibid., p. 42.
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The young person who seems promising to the Party is usually identified by the

basic party organization (BPO). More than 50 percent of SED recruits have graduated

from an institution of higher learning or technical college. 12 These young people are

selected on the basis of academic achievement, proven community service, an untainted

political past, and at least partial or temporary membership in the communist youth
organization. Often, written recommendations from SED officials are required. This

type of SED candidate resembles those in the United States who may be applying for

appointments to well-known graduate schools. Other avenues into the SEI) are open

to the upper ranks of the youth organization, the military, and industrial/labor unions.

After selection, there is a mandatory one year probation period or candidacy before

final acceptance is granted. These rather stringent requirements illustrate that there are

many East Germans willing to join the Social Unity Party; a fact which is important

because it places the East German conunist membership in a more prestigious

position than in other communist parties in Eastern Europe.

Although the class structure of the society is maintained in proportion,

membership seems to be moving towards an elite party or pseudo-aristocracy. 13 One

reason for this, besides the selection process discussed above, is the predominance of

educated, technical recruits. This creates on the one hand an acceptance of a
"meritocratic" system which could attract younger, more talented individuals, while on

the other hand, it damages the Marxist concept of the classless society, at least in the

eyes of the average East German. IHence the recruiting process encourages regime
stability by fostering a supply of talented people, but because of the ideology involved,

legitimacy of the system may suffcr in the long run. This is one of those rare times

where the two aspects of legitimacy and stability may not be mutually helpful.

Nonetheless, the process of selection discussed above has helped to create a new and

influential element of leadership within the ruling structure in East Germany.

One in six people over the age of eighteen belongs to the Party. I lowever, the
average SED member wields very little power and possesses little or no voice in

policymaking. They do provide the illusion of popular participation and serve as a link

12Eugenc K. Kcefe. E*ast Gerpnanv: A Country Studv (Washington, ).C.:
American university, 1982), p. 81.

13Although the percentagc of workers in the party had risen from 48. 1% in 1947
to 56.1% in 19T/6, the percentage of intellectuals had ,rbwn from 8.7'o in 1961 to 20",,
in 1976 (a greater rate of grmoth in less than half tle time). SCC Paul S. Shoup, 1hW
East European an1d Soviet /)Data lHan dbook- Political, Social. and Deve'loptmlc'tal
Indicators: 1945-1975 (New York: Columbia Lnivcrsity Press, 19S1), Table 13-5.
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to the masses; however, it is the party cadres who are the sources of real political

power. These party members in particular are the ones who assure that the system

performs as it should and are responsible for carrying out those functions of the Party

discussed previously. Although total membership is supposed to reflect the rough

proportions of class structure (namely the preponderence of working class members),

the cadre membership is becoming more and more educated and technical. The greater

proportion of new party members with advanced formal education, technical expertise,

and experience in engineering, science, economics, and mathematics reflects the new

social stratum in the GDR called the "technical intelligensia." In Thomas Bavlis'

words:

The technical intelligensia in the German Democratic Republic (DDR) is an
example of an infr equent but fascinating social phenomenon: a stratum
consciously created h, a political regime as an instrument for furthering its goals
for remaking society.

The creation of a "technocracy" of highly rewarded and apparently

status-conscious people was indeed a process carried out by the East German political

leaders with "malice of forethought." They realized that Marx and Lenin provided a

set of codes to be followed generally, but that the realities and logic of a modern and

complex industrial society demanded technical expertise. This new technocratic

stratum was a direct result of the need to rebuild the East German economy and

infrastructure following World War II. In addition, the large-scale emigration of the

1940's and 1950's produced a severe shortage of trained and experienced personnel.

Therefore, the creation of the technical intelligensia was a necessity for obtaining the

material goals of the Party, which in turn served to build popular confidence in the

government. In part, the New Economic System was a result of this new cntitv

gaining inroads into the governing apparatus. Their ability to go around the system,

their aura of flexibility, and their recognition of the need for economic pragmatism in

the GDR have prover an attraction for popular support:

In the early postwar days the SED had relied for moral authority on its claim to
be heir to German revolutionary traditions and on its sacrifices under I litler. But

14Thomas A. Bavlis. The Technical Intelliensia and the East German Elite
(Berkeley: Lniversity ot"California Press, 1974), p. ix.
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for large sections of the population, who were still infected with nationalism, the
SED's attem ts at self-legitimation were irrelevent or even counter- productlve ..,t. With the ' ES and the apointnent of economic experts the SED could claim
the legitimacy which comes lrom successful government performance especially in
tilec'bnomv. The use of experts svmbolized the shift in the SED's ideologv hnd
propaganda' towards modernizatiofi and rationalization. was also a ,ix of
integrating the new professional elites into the government.

However, does this new intelligensia possess real political power? Thomas Bay'lis

suggests:

While the technocratic phenomenon in itself suggests no unambieuousdirections for policy, imposes limitatons on the meiis by which specialists
may achieve political influence. The hostility of the (ideal) tedhnocrat to politics
woUld appear in principle to be seriously disabline. Unwillina to bend to the
customary tactics of political struggle (aid here it does not nitter whether the
setting ig democratic or authori'trian), he all but deprives himself of' the
g ossibilitv of directly achieving power, 6 lis only plausible route to influence
becomes that ofcoolitation from above.

Therefore, the technical elite in the GDR wield political power only in that they can

influence the execution of' policy. Through cooptation, the "technical intellicensia" are

utilized by the regime and maintained within its control.

It is then evident that recruitment into the party, government, and administrative

structures is carried out in a well-planned method with the needs of the socialist polity

always in mind. The cooptation and utilization of the more talented personnel in

society contributes to less dissent, better results, and party prestige. As these

technocrats rise in the political hierarchy, they will come to constitute greater

proportions of the one percent of the population who belong to the political elite.

D. POLITICAL SOCIALIZATION

There have been fundamental societal changes in the GI)R since \Vorld War 11.

To bring about a more integrated and, consequently, more acquiescent society, the

regime has focused its attention on eliminating the "bourgeois" nature within the GI)IR.

This socialization process has been carried out through youth policy (education and

organizations), propaganda, emphasis on collectivism, and offlcially sanctioncd

nationalism (national identity). All of these are evident in Walter tlbricht's 1 05Sten

commandments of socialist morality":

15 ionathon Steele, Inside East Germany, p. 123.
16homas Baylis, The Technical Intelligensia. pp. 270-271.
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1) Thou shalt honor the international solidarity of the working class and the
proletariat and strive for friendship and alliance between all socilist countries.

2) Thou shalt love thy fatherland and always be prepared to defend the Workers
and Peasants' Statd with all thy strength.

3) Thou shalt help to eliminate exploitation of man by man.

4) Thou shalt strive to perform good socialism, for it leads to a better life for all
members of the working class.

5) Thou shalt act in a spirit of comradely cooperation and mutual help. in the
construction of socialism and respect the collective and take heart its criticism.

6) Thou shalt protect and help to multip!y the people's property.

7) Thou shalt strive to improve thy productivity, to be thrifty and frugal and to
strengthen socialist discipline of rabor.

8) Thou shalt raise thy children in the spirit of socialism and peace and help them
to become well-educated, healthy and strong persons in body and mind.

9) Thou shalt live cleanly and decently and respect thy family.

10) Thou shalt practice and observe solidarity with those *eoples of the worldfimlitng orp -their fr-eedom and Istruggling t dtn hi aIoadependence. n their national

1. Youth Policies

All societies are concerned that their youth should inherit and promulgate the

collective norms and values of their society from one generation to another. This is no

different in the GDR; the only change is the creation by the SED of new socialist

values (i.e., collectivism, international proletarianism, and working for the good of

socialism and not the individual) to subsitute for the old ones (i.e., laboring for oneself
and fa-ily, belief in individual freedoms and "classic" democracy, and support for

individual freedom). Indeed, the concern in a revolutionary communist society for the

transformation of cultural values, orientations, and ethics to fit socialist criteria is

directly related to the quest for stability and legitimacy by the Party. Although this

metamorphosis may lead to a temporary loss of stability (as in Stalin's Purges), the

final goal, if attained, will be increased systemic stability.

The impetus for change and continuity of the new system rests on the

shoulders of the youth. The role of the younger people in the GDR, as in other

communist societies, is often explained or justified in terms of ideology: "In particular,

this ideological significance demands on the part of youth the development of' certain

personal characteristics which are decemed vital if' youth are to fulfill their present and

17The Soviet Union adopted a close copy of this in 1961. John l)ornberg. The
Other Germany (New York: Macmillan Publishing Company, 1976), pp. 228-229.
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future responsibilities."' 8 These responsibilities include the cultivation of the "socialist

personality", an internationalist attitude, a socialist work ethic, proper behavior,
relevent knowledge, and love for the fatherland.

Political socialization begins in early childhood in East Germany and is

difficult to carry out in the family environment:

A major socialization impact usually occurs in the early vears of life within the
family context. Children acquire politicallv relevent va[uds by generalizing 'rom
their experience in family authority relatidns and in imitating fhe behavibr and
attitudes .of .their parents toward the wider world. Obviously, parental
participation in this process is. for the most part, unconscious or itent. In a
society' whose leaders are intent on promoting social change, socialization in the
farnilyi-whether conscious or unconscious-can be a serious-obstacle, es ecially in
those casesvhere a modernizing political regime confronts a yery traditi6nal
population. 

tC

As a result, socialist values are stressed throughout the educational prog am;

all academic instruction, especially science and mathematics, is heavily laced with

ideology. Curriculum content is monitored by the government to ensure proper

philosophical and ideological values and orientation. Therefore, the citizens' first

encounter with the State and its quest for stability and legitimacy begins in the

educational institutions and remains with them throughout their scholastic years under

the total control of the governing structure.

The educational system begins with preschool kindergarten for ages three to

six. The standard ten-year polytechnical education which follows is compulsory for
everyone between the ages of six and sixteen. I ligher education then splits into two

different directions: general education as preparation for university training or

vocational training. For the duration of the educational experience, socialization is

intense and often more time-consuming in certain classes than is academic work.
More specifically, the first of three stages is the primary stage (grades one

through four), which introduces the young children to the fundamentals of cood

citizenship in the socialist sense, in addition to the general education requirements of

mathematics, literature, etc. The second stage takes place in gradcs four to six where

the student is given a more intensive political and ideological foundation. This serves

to assist the student in "correctly" assessing his or her role and position in the socialist

18 Stephen R. Bowers, "Youth Policies in the GDR-, Probh'ms of Cmu,tiu. A
(March-April 1978), p. 7S.

19C. Bradley Scharf, Politics and Change in l'Easi GernmaizV, p. 126.
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' state as well as the external world. The connection between education and work is

* emphasized along with the importance of a "socialist attitude" towards labor. The final

stage incorporates the last four grades of the general polytechnical schooling. Besides

weekly hands-on training in industrial factories and workplaces, and continued political

S; training, science and mathematics are gradually given a prominent role in the

% curriculum. This is a result of the regime's need for tcchnically-oriented individuals as

discussed earlier.20

2. Propaganda

Besides childhood education, another prominent form of socialization takes

advantage of the pervasiveness of newspaper readers and owners of televisions and

radios in East Germany. This creates a special niche for the public media and

propagandists. Peter Grothe considers:

.. the purpose of Communist propaganda in East Germany, as, indeed, in
every Commnunist country, is clear: to ciange the very consciousness of' man.
The purpose is to atomi2e the individual thinkin2 of r7,000.000 East Germans
and to grind them into one species- homo sovie'icus- "lhe New Man". "The
New Man" will parrot slogans when they should be parroted' he will do what
should be done; he will say what should'be,,said; he will think what should be
thought; and he will fleel wiat should be f'elt.-

What better way to ensure a stable political atmosphere than to control the

informational inputs (in order to manipulate the output) of a people's thoughts?

There are thirty-eight daily newspapers, five hundred monthly magazines and

weekly papers, two color television stations, and numerous radio stations in the

GDR. 22 Therefore, the SED possesses multiple outlets for political propaganda and

agitation in order to inculcate socialist ideas and even simple semantics into the

population. For instance, even avowed enemies of the regime in the GDR have easily

fallen into the routine of using some typical East German words such as sozialistiches

Lager (the socialist camp of the communist states) or other socialist words such as

"bourgeois" or "imperialism." The population repeatedly hears and remembers these

semantics of the "language" of socialism.

2- For an excellent overview of the relationship between education and
socialization, as well as political recruitment, see 'lHiumas A. Baxlis, ihe lechnial
Intelligensia and the East German Elite.

21Peter Grothe. To lVin the X n\ds of Hen: 7e Story of the Co uniist
Propaganda in East Germany (iPalo Alto: Pacific Books, 1958). p. 38.

22C. Bradley Scharf, Politics and Change in East Gerrnanv, pp. 127-128.
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The offices which control propaganda and agitation belong to the SED

organizational structure rather than the state bureaucracy. 23 This illustrates the

importance the SED places on having the media controlled by the Party and not the

State. Although this internal control of GDR media is virtually universal, external

programming from the Federal Republic of Germany is widely received throughout the

country as what GDR experts in 1984 described as "long term poison in small doses"

and "ideological sabotage against true socialism in the GDR."'24 However, it would be

almost impossible for the average citizen not to be affected in some way by the

communist controlled information around him. Therefore, propaganda does serve to

color his attitudes and values in a useful way (from the perspective of the regime). In

this regard, the propaganda organs of the SED attempt to create a self-fulfilling

prophecy. Given the amount of rhetoric, deception, falsification, and non-reporting in

the official SED controlled media, even partial absorption could create a population

which is skeptical of Western media and information.

The emphasis placed upon Agitprop in the GDR is evidenced in the large

numbers of personnel involved in ideological work. The elite structures within the

Agitprop apparatus demonstrate the importance of propaganda in legitimizing SED

rule. Thomas Bavlis has identified four groups of what he terms as "ideological

elites:"
25

1) Ideological administrators are the first group, and includes those individuals
who H'ead Agitprop within the Party apparatus. For example, the Central
Conunittee Secretary for Agitation and Propaganda, Joachim tlerrmann. would
be considered a mcinber ofrthis group. In ad-dition, head administrators in thelower Agitprop organizations belong to this category.

2) Education and Culture Officials make up the second group. Party functionaries
such as the Secretary of the Central Committee for Science and Culture hold
important positions ih ideological responsibilities.

V 3) Teacherr. scholars, administrators, and political officers who interpret and are
involved in the study or teaching of socialist thoueht are the third ,_,roup. Also
in this category are persons involved in related fieTds such as philosop hv, social
sciences, economics, and law. They are important. (in Agitprop) because of'
their influence on the interpretation of Marxism-Leninism to their students and

23 he importance of the agitation and propaganda apparatuses (Aitprop) was
expanded with tL accession to power of1 lloneck-er in 1971 as cvidciIced by the
promotions of '%erncr Krolikowski and Wcrner Lamberz to the Politburo: hothwere
1or.rly involved ii the agitprop apparatus. See Eugene Keefe. ed., Last cruzav. p.182.

H24 lamburg DPA. 31 August 1984, in FBIS (Eastern Eiurope). 5 September 1 9S4,
p. E2.

25See Thomas llavlis, "Agitprop as a Vocation: The East German Ideological
Elite," Politv Wall 1985)."
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colleagues. For example, heads of the ideological training academies such as
the "Karl Marx" Academy are included in this group.

4) Lastly, the media specialists who are responsible for disseminating information
to the public constitute the fourth group. Editors, publishers. newscasters. and
film producers who are connected to (and controlled by) the SED are members
of' this group.

According to Baylis, the ideological elite in the GDR may enjoy more upward mobility
in their careers than do their counterparts in the Soviet Union. He identifies the most

important reason as:

undoubtedly the DDR leadership's awareness of being on the "ideological
front lines" of the" Cold War. Its hihlv educated citizenry is confronted witlf the
blandishments of West German teevision and an uncedsing flow of telephone
calls and visits from German-speaking carriers of Bourgeois ideas and values ....

The threat to popular "consciousness" they pose gives new urgency to the
re ime's continuing preoccupation with fortifviijg its ideological derensds .
Ideology, in other words, is intimately linked'with the question of legitimacy in
the eves of the DDR's leaders, includihg those who themselves have little interest
in th6 niceties of Formal doctrine . . . . the DDR's ideological specialists seek to
leglitimize the regime not only in the eves of the East German c4izenrv, but of
thi' Soviet Union and, perhaps, even thd DDR leaders themselves.-

Agitation and propaganda is thus a pivotal aspect of SED attempts at domestic

legitimacy.

3. Collectivism

Another important means of political socialization consciously used by the

leaders in the GDR is the constant emphasis on collectivism or corporatism. The more
organic and interdependent the culture can be made, the less chance for independent

and hence dissenting thought. The importance of the goals of the new socialist system

in East Germany have been molded into a joint undertaking for its people by the SE1)
with the hope of attaining a collective consciousness as a means for inaintaining

stability.

During the first decade and a half after World War II, the communist rule in
East Germany concentrated on elimination of the hostile elements of society -- that is.

hostile to the regime and socialism. This included Nazis, small and large entrepeneurs,

"real" Social Democrats, and later, labor unions and would-be emigrants. This
illustrated the complete lack o1 unitv in the nation. cspcciallv afer the Jtine 1 )53

uprising (Chapter 3 discusses this in more detail). The signal cvcnt of the construction

of the Berlin Wall marked a turning point in the ability of the regime physically to

2 6 Ibid., pp. 45-46.
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compel its population into a position of more control. The 1963 Party Program

outlined the prediction that a "comprehensive building of socialism" would result from

the greater unity of the people." 27 Therefore, the task taken on by the SED was to

bring together the diverse interests and attitudes of the different segments within the

society in a unity of mind and effort. This was used to elucidate the spirit of

corporatism and collectivism which has been a continuous theme throughout the last

twenty-five years and used by Party theorists to weld all citizens into a collective social

organism.

The Party considers itself the vanguard of a society consisting of working

people by working people for working people. However, in order for the society to

work for the benefit of the existing political structure, the individual must be taken out

of the picture and replaced by the collective man. The "I" must be changed to a

collective "we." Because collectivism relates to the entire lifestyle of individuals, the

SED attempts to create "public virtues" which have proven somewhat successful in

bringing a corporate nature into the society. 28 A social ethic of joint cooperation

among individuals has been created and permeates all aspects of East German life.

Much of this socialization process is a result of the introduction of educational theories
into the Soviet Occupation Zone by the Soviet Union. In the GDR this concept of

collectivism is called Bildung ud Erziehung and has been applied to every form of

social interaction and existence. The Party expects that this entire process will produce

a consensus of joint sacrifice and contribution for the good of the whole at the expense

of the individual.

There are factory collectives, agricultural collectives, literary collectives, and

even sports collectives to help in bringing about a corporate consciousness in the

citizenry. These are not only collective in organization, but also operation; for,
although (in communism) collectivism is first and foremost economic in character, the

socialization aspects of collectivism are possibly just as important in the East German

case. Mass organizations are also an integral part of this process. These include the

Free German Trade Union with approximately 96 percent of all workers. 29 There are

27This was adopted at the Sixth SI'D Congress of January 1963, one of many
important political statements which followed in tie aftermath of 'the Berlin Wall. "

2?See Starrels and Mallinckrodt, Politics in the GDR, p. 36.
29Eu gene Keefe, ed., F-ast Germany, p. 92.
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also organizations for youth (Free German Youth) and for women (Democratic

Women's League).

Continued militarization of East German society is also motivated by the

SED's desire to collectivize further the populace. This militarization takes the forms of

parades, massive troop movements, war toys in kindergartens, hand-grenade practice

for youngsters, a compulsory and almost universal draft, civil defense exercises, and the

official praising of military virtues. In addition, there are approximately 167,000 East

German and 420,000 Soviet troops stationed throughout the GDR. Added to this the

security police, border units, and militia units, the total number of men under arms in

East Germany well exceeds 1,200,000, creating the most dense concentration of military

troops in the world.30 This amounts to approximately 11 soldiers per square

kilometer.
31

The military itself serves a socialization function:

On the internal scene, it is important as a vehicle for socializine the country's
youth. It teaches discipline, works actively to counter Western ideas ahd
influence, and to the degree possible, inculcates in 35he minds of its recruits
acceptance of (if not enthusiastic loyalty to) the GDR.

Throughout 1985, the SED increased militarization of East German society as

seen in the importance placed on the 5th military sports games of the paramilitary

youth organization, The Society for Sports and Technology, in July. The games, called

Wetrspartakiade, were a major event with 8,100 contestants from over 200,000

would-be participants. 33 In addition, career and educational opportunities were

increasingly linked to military participation and school curricula reflected increased

militarization.
34

30"East Germany is Starting to Throw Its Weight Around," The New York Times,
3 June 1984, p. E 3.

3 1Norman M. Naimark, "Is It True What They're Saying About East Germany?"
Orbis 23 (Fall 1979), p. 569.

32I)ale R. llerspring. "GDR Naval Buildup," Problems of Communism
(.January-[ebruary 1984), p. 54.

33Matthew Bovse. "Increased Militarization of East German Society," Radio FrCe
Europe Research (Ali) Background Rcport,'86, 23 August 1985), p. 1.

34 [ven during the hiher education years, students must participate in
pre-militarv practice in speciaI camps. Re'usal means that any purstlil of academic
qualificatins other than ecclesiastical is not allowed- see \Volkiane NIleczkowski. "In
Search of the Forbidden Nation: Opposition by the VounI (icrMtion in the G[R,"
Governmen and Opposition 18 (Spring 1983), p. 'IS9.
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Militarization in East Germany will continue to serve important functions in

the socialization process. Given the existence of the Soviet and East German military

apparatuses, the geographic position of the GDR, and past military traditions of the

Prussian people, militarization can, and does, play important roles in fostering a

collective spirit (and obedience) within the populace.

4. National Identity

The last major category used to attain political socialization goals is that of

nationalism and national identity. From the beginning, the ruling polity has recognized

the importance of patriotism and national identification within the GDR. The

common cultural, familial, and linguistic ties between East and West Germany have

proven to be some of the largest obstacles in the establishment of political and national

legitimacy for East Germany. The creation of a German Democratic consciousness

has become an imperative goal of the Ulbricht and Hlonecker regimes. Angela Stent

discusses this problem:

The most intractable problem facing the GDR leadership since 1949 has been the
inability to develop a separate socialist German national identity. This is
probably true for most East European nations, but the difference is that there is
another German state with a different sociopolitical system acting as a strong
magnet for the East Germanpopulation and as an additional source of instability,
for"Honecker's government. I

There are at least five ways the leaders of the GDR have attempted to create a

separate national identity and thus enhance legitimacy in East Germany:

1) The reinterpretation of German history bv official historians has tried to relate
German and specifically, Prussian experiences with the present socialist and
authoritarian society.

2) Through intense socialization, the Party has encouraged the development of a
new value svstem which is very different from that existing in West Germany.

3) Linguistic difIerences have been encouraged to develop in East German society.

4) The constant portrayal of' the GI)R as the "guarantor of peace" in Europe as
opposed to the so-cd~led warmongers in the '[R(i serves to reinforce the idea
that the (iDR is the legal and mofal heir to the German nation.

5) The emphasis on the new worldwide recognition of' the regime contributes to a
sense of perceived sovereignty by the GI)R's citizens.

35Angela Stent, "Soviet Policy Toward the German l)cinocratic Republic," in

Soviet Poli y in Eastern lurope. ed. S.I. crry (New I laven: Yale University Press,
1984), p. 51.
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German History- History gives the East German propagandists many, "progressive"

personalities to be held up in high esteem for their contributions to the socialist legacy.

Socialists Rosa Luxembourg, Karl Marx, Freidrich Engels, and Karl Liebknecht are

praised as great contributors to the evolution of the SED and East Germany'. Great

military or artistic figures are honored as belonging to the communist historical

progress of ideas, and if they happen to be Prussian, that is even better. Some of these

include Clausewitz, Blucher, J.S. Bach, and Goethe. In a speech in October 1985, SED

Politburo member Kurt lager stated:

That which had been the goal of the struggle of the working people for centuries,
that which had been proclaimed by Maix and Engels thiat f6r which Auigust
Bebel, Wilhehn Licbknecht, Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht, Lrnst
Thaeimann, and Wilhelm Pieck had led the party of' the workers class into
struggle. and that for which tens of thousands of Communists, social democrats.
and other brave fiehters had sacrificed their 1ivq against fascism came true: a
state of peace and riuman dignity was established.,

This competition for the German Kulturnation was also evident in 1983 during the East

German celebration of the 500th anniversary of Martin Luther's birth. The celebration

was much larger than the ceremonies on the 100th anniversary of Karl Marx's death --

all this from an officially atheistic government. This line of thought seeks to emphasize

that the GDR is a positive and natural continuation of Germany's past while the FRG

is only a reactionary power which has remained into obsolescence.

Previously censured political and literary figures have also been praised

through rehabilitation or publication of their once forbidden works. One example of

this was the republishing of the Stalinist Ernst Bloch's Freiheit und Ordnlung (Freedomn

and Order) in July 1985. Why the revival of this revisionist?

it must be seen against the background of a general reorientation of the
SED's attitude toward 'German histor, and culture. Bloch is only the most
recent in an increasin21v lone list of' historical ficures chosen for rehabilitation in
the name of what thcptart' ?elors to as the "socialist understanding of' (national)
heritace." The historical rdvisionism, designed to create a new nati6nal history to
streniAlhen the foundations of' the SEI)'s fule, is based on the understanding that
"socialism is the legitimate heir to vervthing revolutionary, progressive, and
humanistic in all of German history."35

36,VEPSZBADSAG, Budapest, 6 October 1984, p. 5.

37B.V. Flow, "The Revival of Ernst Bloch-- A Pandora's Box For the (I)R?"
Radio Free Europe Research (RAD Background Report;,80. 16 August 19S5), p. 3.
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Socialization- The development of the socialist personality and its logical connection

with the communist state also assists in producing a unique quality of national identitv.

The collective nature of sacrifice and authoritarianism which is inherent in

Marxism'Leninism has cultural roots in the Prussian nation as well. The East German

policymakers have thus been able to capitalize on traditional Prussian values such as

self-sacrifice, discipline, hard work, and the historical preference for limited subjection

to authority over personal freedom. This has been referred to by several experts as

"Red Prussianism" -- the tradition among Germans (especially Prussians) to obey and

work no matter what. These values have been utilized to set the East Germans apart

from the "fun loving and carefree Bavarians" in the West.

Language- Differences in speech between East and West Germany are officially
encouraged by the SED, and these linguistic differences can already be distinguished

from the German spoken in the FRG. Many of the changes are a result of the

infusion of technical, ideological, and official jargon into society. Although language is

slow to change, these linguistic differences, if allowed to continue, can only assist the

cultural separation of the GDR from the FRG.

"Guarantor of Peace"- The emphasis on the role of the GDR as the greatest European

contributor to the postwar peace attempts to place East Germany in a morally superior

light when compared to the FRG. This serves to provide a foundation for ttie East

German nation: a strategy which attempts to justify that all things which are morally

good exist in the GI)R while all things morally bad are reflective of West German-%.

National identity is thus enhanced by the resultant national pride which, in turn, is

created by emphasi/ing the beauty of' living in such a righteous and morally correct

society; a society which is striving for the building of a pcaceful world "in spite of'West

German revanchism."

ll'or~wide R'cugna iti- The widespread international recognition of' the GiDR when it
became a member of the Unitcd Nations in 1973 gave a great boost to its national

identity. laytmu. whcncvcr a visit by Last German officials to other countries takes

place. cspeciall 1% I rich I lonecker, there is a greater coverage given to the event than

would he e\pccted from othcr countries of similar international standing. In writing of

the Ilonecker visit to Greece in October 1985, Ronald Asmus relates:
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In many ways more interesting, however, was the political rhetoric that
surrounded the visit and the appgrent convergence of views between the twostates on several key arms control issues .... One is tempted to view the media
hype associated with Honecker's new Western forays as a new type of personality
cult in the GDR, the cult of the new international travelgr in a country where
Western travel remains the privelege of a very chosen few.

This personality cult lends itself to the illusion of international equality with other

national leaders and diplomatic missions, consequently enhancing national prestige.

Although the GDR leadership has attempted through these means to create a

separate national identity, its inability to do so remains quite evident. The average

East German does not accept the official line. A survey taken informally by the SED

recently revealed that 75 percent of young people between the ages of 16 and 25

consider themselves German before they do East German. 39

E. SOCIAL POLICY

Traditionally, one of the most effective ways of building popular support for the

ruling political entity has been to deliver to the population those things it needs and

desires. This is no different in the GDR. With the greatest standard of living in the

Communist world, it is very evident that the SED strives, quite literally, to deliver the

goods. During the last twenty-five years the East German government has attempted

to gain the support and loyalty of its citizens by providing for their health and welfare.

In November 1985 Erich -onecker reiterated the importance of this implement:

For the past I and 1/2 decades we have been resolutely adhering to a policy of
increasing the material and cultural standards of_ our people on the basis of
accelerating the development of production, scientific-technological progress, and
growth in labor productivity. 1 his policy of the unity of economic and social
policy benefits all lements 6f soc i. It vill continue to determine the goal and
dirction of' our action in thle future

Social policy in the GDR serves two functions for the Socialist Unity Party:

On the one hand its function is the sarne as it is normally in Western
capitalist societies, namely, to compensate, after they have occurred, for socially

3SRonald Asmus "1lonecker in Greece," Radio Free Europe Research (RAI)

Background Report 126, 15 November 1985), pp. 2-3.
39Angcla Stent, "Soviet Policy Toward the GI)R," p. 51.
4•Sc "1onecker Presents Politburo Report to SI (C.", A I) Interntional, 22

November 1984, in F11S (Eastern Europe), 27 November 19S4, p. 1 1.
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unsatisfactory results arising out of unequal opportunities and inequitable
distribution .procedures in the production process, and to assure certain
disadvantaged groups (invalids, the elderly etc. a "suitable living standard in line
with existiIg possibilities." On the othei hand, the party consi5ler social policy
as a potentil new instrument for influencing societal dev lopment

A "social fund," consisting of contributions from government, production

enterprises, and other organizations, is the foundation for social policy in the GI)R.

Monies and aid from this welfare pool are responsible for maintaining personal income;

unemployment compensation; family allowances and dependent support; health care;

education and training; housing subsidies and construction; and recreational and

cultural facilities. These subsidies and payments assist in satisfying physical and

mental needs and, in turn, provide popular support for the government responsible for

them.
42

The importance of continued increases in material benefits and levels of personal
consumption to the SED is reflected in its economic policies (see Chapter 3). Price

stabilization and support policies provide greater ease in purchasing the essential goods

and services of everyday life, as well as those nonessr-ntial goods which are both

popular and socially acceptable. In fact, price subsidies represent the greatest single

component of the entire social fund.43 Price subsidies are estimated to go up by 13% in

1986 to OM (East German Mark) 46,200,000; almost 20% of the entire state budget.44

The GDR attempted throughout the 1970's to increase the supply and variety of

consumer durables and luxury' items while simultaneously holding down the prices of

staples, essential commodities, and basic services. t lowever, because of the large

Western loans incurred in the 1970's and the subsequent payment requirements on

these, luxury items became scarcer, prices rose, and staple consumer goods were in

shorter supply by the early N9SO's.45 Shortages and higher prices for raw materials and

4 1 1lartnmt Zimmerman, "'The GDR in the 1970's," lProNins of Commu nism
(March-'\pril 197S), p. 25.

42lhe State provides 75",, of' social tund e\penditures with the remaining 25",
derived from production enterprises, social orvani/ations. churches, and other ch'arities.
In addition, thi, 1u1d as a \harc o pCrsonal i)come across the board is slatcd to ,row
a" the (Cict% appraJces the transition into the earl plIa Ocs of comunIism; sC ('.l:'adICy SC arl , , ,!t ( h i ,,' il last (;I'F ,liI. p. )

4 31bid. p. 117.
44See B.V. [low ."5 More Years of' 'Comprchen siyve Intensification' for the

('RI) I Looiv. , i,, 'e lwIfrpe Rcs,'ari(l, .R\lI) Backgrou nd Report 6, 2-
.I a nuarv I%',0), p: 3.

45 Ronald A sinus, "The POliCY Of' l)a laice I initatio n," in So-ict l-a.st L'ropcall

.....................................................
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energy have also contributed to the slow-down in consumer gains. Although 19S4 and
N 1985 were extremely good years for the economy, the GDR leadership today has found

it more difficult to continue the past growth in the standard of living (which the people

have grown to expect). This becomes more important when Western media access

shows the average East German consumer that he is beginning to lag even further

behind his West German counterpart.

However, the "cradle to grave" welfare state evident in the GDR has provided

some support for the regime. As the economic wealth of East Germany has grown, so

has the scope and size of the welfare inputs throughout the system. The popular

well-being of the people and its continued emphasis, as reflected in official policy, will

remain a major implement in the maintenance of popular acceptance, or at least

tolerance, of the regime into the near future. One East German citizen stated in
January 1986 that she would not consider escaping to the West as her relatives had in
the past because East Germany was her home and not that dissatisfying; her husband

stated: "It's our system and we live in it. We must live in it." 46

F. SUMMARY

The domestic policies outlined here contribute to an overall campaign to attain
greater stability and legitimacy from the East German citizen. Although the political

culture and organization were forced upon the GDR, they are utilized to provide a

structural basis for rule along "scientific" and historical lines of thought. Cooptation of

those citizens most capable and talented legitimizes SED rule by simultaneously

absorbing possible sources of dissent, improving actual capabilities and results with

more competent membership, and upgrading the popular perception of the caliber of'

the Party member. Through political socialization, the SED attempts to create a new
socialist East German as comparcd with the capitalist German past -- socialization

carried out through childhood indoctrination, propaganda, and an increased emphasis

on the East German national identity. Finally, the maintenance and improvement of

the day to day lives of the average citizens through social policies in health, housing.

consumer goods, etc. are sought to coax some level of acceptance from the East

German population.

Survey, 1983-1984, ed. Vojtech Mastny (Durham: Duke University Press, 1985), p. 244.
46"East German Couple Copes Vith Life l)espite Limitations," The Christian

Science 1Jonitor, 9 January 1986, pp. 25-27.
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The importance of the domestic sphere of policymaking carries over to

international relations, mainly in the form of economics. The next section addresses

the importance of economics in the attainment of legitimacy and stability in both the

domestic and international arenas.

35
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111. LEGITIMATION THROUGH ECONOMICS

.. economic. strength is the linchpin of all. promised political and social
chanoe In addition, economic pecrformance provides t4 igeadms iil
stanfard by which people Judge te SD's claim to rul. ige n ot il

A. INTRODUCTION

As in most communist regimes and Eastern bloc countries, the GDR mnust show

continued socio-ecorinmic progress to gain popular support. SED leadership has

concentrated on maintaining an acceptable rise in the East German standard of livine2.

from suppressing the mass exodus of East Germans to the West and concentrate upon

serousy bildng heeconomic and administrative infrastructure needed to modernize

the countr-w, and consequenitly, build Ie-itiniacy and stability for the regimec. In other

wors, he allallowed the reunime to turn to the COUrtinil Of' popular Support over

popular suppression. In discussing economics in the GDR, Starrells and Mallinckrodt
note:

Strictly speaking, the (i1R's econloin). situationl is inseparable fromn political
considerations .11' forcipn-paflic% maii1\inolves decision-ma'king InI
coordinati\e r 1 nning, and co~lat\e c itisthere is lte rguinent -that.
East Germnvn\s c\ternial iolicics are strongl% reflected In socio-czonilc issue11s.

I~~eeinnin ~ I \~ih14~ ii h nset of crippllinlg reparations and di smantlineI-
scliedlesc and CnineM witL- the Luse of cconoinic ref'orms as a mecans ol'

eendering politia ei navadhnsah I ity he (iI)R s Foreign policx

Toay th I I R -iothe ostinutraizdconris fth ord ee

when viewed in Western terms of' economic streng-th. Its citizens enj'oy a very iehzl

standard of living due in part to the continuing effort of SEI) policies. The Importance
of the consumer's satisfaction in the (HRWas underscored by the Nith SIll

Congress in 1976 where "enihancemecnt of-the material and cultural standard of lix InIc- of'

4
7 C. Bradley Scharf, Politics (aid ChllNtc in Eas Gemtv .11 ii Zvaluaciu' 1u

Socialist Deniocracy (Boulder, Colorado: \\estview Press, I 9S4), pp'()S-o.)

k John M.Sarl n nt M alnkot Is Giria IFpreci- Pnlicv" in

Company, 19784), p. .
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the people" was identified as its main task. Thus economics exists as an important
source of legitimacy for the SED, and the regime has attempted to use it fully as a

valuable tool in overcoming its legitimacy and stability problems. To better

understand the devclopment of economics as a legitimizer, it is necessary to briefly
trace the history of the East German economy.

B. THE EAST GERMAN ECONOMY: 1945-1975

The economic system inherited by what was to become the German Democratic
Republic was a result of both World War II and the postwar Soviet occupation. The

previous Nazi dependence upon a war-supporting economy led to a rapid breakdown

of the intricate German economic system during the postwar Soviet occupation of the

Eastern zones. The subsequent stripping of industrial equipment and labor by the

Soviets only added to the dire situation in these postwar years. Goods distribution

problems, wrecked transport systems, restricted movement due to the zonal division of
Germany, and splintered economic infrastructure combined to force a regression to a

simplified economic system -- barter. This situation spawned serious food shortages,

loss of faith in currency, subsequent low productivity, and rampant inflation. The

following years witnessed Soviet reparation programs which emasculated the country.

As early as September 1945, the Soviets had begun transfbrming their zone into a
communist economic entity. That year witnessed the break up of all large agricultural

estates and their nationalization. Farms over 100 hectares were divided up among

smaller farmers. In July 1946, all large industrial concerns were transferred to state
ownership destroying any potential reemcrgence of the upper and big business classes.

This in turn aided in the emergence of more centralized control of all economic matters

bv the central government which continues today as the Centrally Planned lconomv

(CIPE).

Voefully deprived of natural resources and possessing no oflicial currency, the
Fast German zone was forced to struggle under the Soviet Military Administrations

(SMAD's) total control. In 1945 the economic differences between the two Germanis
were extreme. For example, the only production which surpassed that of the Westerii

zones was potash production capacity which stood at approximately 30 !, of the rest of

Germani. 9 Almost all other major resources and production were alar greater in \West

49Karel I lolbik and I lenrv vers, Postwar Trade Mn Divided (Gcrman.V (Baltimore:
Johns I lonkins Press, 1964), p. 13.
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Germany (a significant fact since West Germany was also a devastated country).

Thirty percent of the population, thirty percent of the arable land, twenty-nine percent

of all forest land, only 4.6 percent of coal production, and six percent of the entire steel

capacity of prewar Germany indicated that the Eastern zones were impoverished

regions with which to attempt to create a new and viable socialist nation.50 In

.addition, labor shortages created a severe problem which would continue to haunt the

GDR. The economic legacy through the 1950's was thus one of shortages -- shortages

of energy, natural resources, capital, and qualified labor. Four areas of concern

became important for the SED to confront during this time:

1) The need to reorganize the means of redistribution and transport of goods and
materials on a national basis.

2) The requirement to reopen contact with the rest of the world to obtain the
needed imports of raw materials, energy, and food (a quest which has still not
been full%' satisfied).

3) The need to take action to stockpile remaining industrial material and consumergoods to aid in maitainin, stability for t c years of' shortage and hardship
uring the reconstruction period. This was expeciallv so -since the Last

(jernmans were not allowed by the Soviets to receive \W'stern aid such as the
Marshall Plan.

4) An immediate solution to the growing emioration of dissatisfied Iast Germans
which continued to drain the ranks" of lUbor throughout the decade of the
1950's.

To counter these problems, national economic planning was geared to the Soviet

Gosplan (molded to serve Soviet economic demands and needs). As in all centrally

planned economies based on this Soviet model, the leadership set the priorities and

goals for the differing sectors of the economy such as consumer goods, heavy industry,

and agriculture. This was described in a socialist textbook as:

. . . the system of" mana, (ing economic processes involving productInn.
distribution, in!vestmlent, and c (numption. Its essence consists III UetC:mininu,
economic targets and methods for their implemetti on. in pa rticulIr Itr .
allocation of' the means of production and of labour to dillrent uses. A's sut h.
planning is an instrument of" economic strategV to achieve the opti mum 2rowi 1h
of national income or the maximum satisflIctiofi of social needs.

Beginning with the first 1F.asi Gei 'iun economic plan in 1941), the domestic

policies were aimed increasingly at state ownership and control of all sectors of

production. From this time on state enterprises were given priority for incstmcnt.

50 lbid., p. 13
51jI. W idc / pnski, Thew l'.',o iioiic sv of Socialism (ILondo r: ( or e A llin nd t n m fi

Ltd., 1977), p. 3.'
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delivery of raw materials, labor, and taxation policies. This first economic plan was a

very short one, 1949-1950. As in other coumnunist countries, it concentrated on

industrial growth: mining, electricity production, engineering, metallurgical, chemical,

and building industries.

The next five-year plan was introduced in 1951. By 1955 all of the goals of this

plan had bcen met which more than doubled prewar output of the gross industrial

product. During this period the SED regime first experienced the costs of denying

citizens consumer goods and services due to the heavy industrialization of the economy

as illustrated in the 1953 worker revolt in East Berlin. 52 Consequently, the next

five-year plan provided for a 40% increase in consumer goods production -- the

begin:-ing of the real emphasis on economics as a tool to gain popular support (and

thus, legitimacy) for the Marxist'Leninist government in East Germany. Speaking of

this period, Jonathon Steele writes:

The GDR's identity was already conditioned bv the constant sense of
competition with the West. Econonic results and 'cohruimer' values were seen as
the crierion for judging the societys success or failure.

East German speakers at the Socialist Unit' Party Congresses even predicted

overtaking West Germany's economy. They based their predictions on the expanding

rate of economic growth.- This rhetoric also illustrated the growing importance of
- 55

econonic factors in building domestic legitimacy.,

Thus, by 1960 there had been signilicant gains in the economy. Production

increases were seen most dramatically in the basic industry areas with light industry,

food processing, and textile sectors growing more slowly. InI the decade of the 1951)'s

*, -~A1ter Stalin's death in March 1953, the SE D announced the adoption of the
New Course ichance From hcavV industry to more consumer production). but bcCause
hi2h production .jiiotas and tncreasliE Work norms rcmained, workers demonstrated
their discontent in a rebellion on iune17 1953. [his appeared throuc,.1hout the major
industrial rci on s in the forms of' strikes 'and demonstrations in denmaidine economitc
relorms. Bemween 31()oo 1, and 3 720001) workers were involved in over 270 locahti.
Soviet troops were required in hialtino the rebellion. See David (Tilds. ib Ic 1)/R:A .\[,,.5 U,. ('cr,,ruu .1t1'' tlondon: ( ;cor A ,.llcn and Li uwin. 19 3, .p3~1-33.

53.ona thotu Stccl e. ;ixh, 1 /, (' 'rla n': /1w S Ta ha CI7lar (' l in , I, /': ',, "Id
(New York: [,ri/ei Books, 1977), p. 117.

54Stanlev Radclilic, 25 Y'cars Oni- "'1w Two (ermanics- 1970. p. 153.
55Ironically. the I)56-6) livc-Near plan was abandoned in 195 S and replaced hy a

seven-year plan adopted in ordcr t() brin, the 1Fast (.ertia n cconoiomx inI line with ihe
plannilg periods of he Soviet Inion.
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investment had grown about 4.5 times and gross industrial output increased by a factor

of 2.9.56 Although labor shortages continued after the construction of the Berlin Wall

in 1961, they were compensated by utilization of women in the work force in growing

numbers. In summary, whereas before 1961 the GDR was forced to confront the

reality created by postwar reparations, lack of reconstruction aid, and wholesale loss of

population; the period after the Berlin Wall construction dramatically changed to one

of even greater concentration on economics as a function of system legitimation.

In early 1963, economic reforms (based upon increased reliance on professional

economists) were devised at the Sixth SED Party Congress. Its final shape was

annouxced the following June. This was known as the New Economic System (NES)

and followed closely on the heels of contemporary Soviet economic developments and

experimentation, especially the theories of Yevsie Liberman, a Soviet economist.

Overall, the system was based on the use of sound economic principles with the

utilization of the profit factor as a key element. It was prompted by a perception that

the central planning concept used throughout the Eastern bloc should be reconsidered.

In East Germany this concept gave more emphasis to efficiency rather than the

amount of tonnage output. The use of incentives and new pricing guidelines helped

stop the stifling of innovation and incentives throughout industry. Responsibilities
were delegated to various programs throughout eighty group organizations for the

different sectors of the economy. The NES decentralized authority to ever lower units

of production. Thus, a more flexible and rational pricing system was created while

more control over investment, material acquisition, and other input/output factors were

granted to the respective enterprises.

The NES ushered in a new era of rapid growth and prosperity, as well as an

additional and important means for legitimation. It served to link performance at work

with individual citizenship; traditional German work ethics to an East German sense of

national identity; and socialist values to factory life. Although dismantled by 1970, the

NES had given impetus to the use of economic performance (and rises in consumer

well-being) to convince the East German populace of the superiority of the SED's

communist way of life.

56 Lugene K. Keefe ed. East Germany- A Country Study (Washington, D.C.: The
American Lniversity, 199 2 ), p. 127.
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The beginning of the 1970's brought greater economic prosperity as new

management and organizational techniques continued to pay off for East Germany.

Increased attention to the supply industries (which had been neglected in the 1960's),

along with more realistic planning, also enabled the gradual improvement of the

economy. The importance of accelerating economic growth in this period was

demonstrated in the program of the Eighth Party Congress in June 1971 where the

concept of the "main task" was initiated. This referred to the acceleration of socialist

production and, consequently, further improvement in living and working conditions

through intensification, labor productivity, efficiency, and scientific-technological

progress.

The main issue facing the political leadership at this time was how to respond to

the growing demands for increased varieties of products in an advanced society. It was

evident that to accomplish this would entail greater costs for production of these items

(because of their complexity and resource requirements). To address this problem on a

bloc-wide scale, agreement was reached in the Council for Mutual Economic

Assistance (CMEA) for greater integration and specialization in what was known as

the Complex Program of 1971. Pooling of resources and parallel production became

the centerpiece of bloc economic strategy. Domestically, East Germany concentrated

on relevent policies as well:

1) To modernize lagging industries through greater imports of capital equipment
and complete ind i trial plants.

• " 2) To expand the dairy and meat industri's through large-scale imports of grain
and livestock feed.

3) To acquire key raw materials and industrial commodities to compengte for
slow-downs in 'deliveries from the USSR and other communist countries.-

'

57The CMEA was first established by Czechoslovakia, Iluniarx', Poland,
-',' Romania and the Soviet Union in 1949 to inteurate the economies of tlie Soviet bloc.

The GI). joined in 1950 and has remained an ihiportant membcr ever since. AI'tcr the
introduction of the economic reforms as seen in the NLS, there has been a Soviet move
attempting to prevent economic autarkv in the Warsaw Pact with "an international
socialist division of labor." This has ntailcd greater speciali/ation in the member
countries with the GI)R's production of chemicars, electrotechnical devices, electronics.
heavv machinery, optics, and precision tools (the so-called key industrieC balCd upon
CMLEA quotas.' 'ius. the assiened role of' Last Germaiiy in CMI'A limits its
contribution in these areas.

58"lhese objectives wcre taken from; Ronald G. Oechsler, "(DR Performance and
Prospects in Trade with the West" in East-Wcst Trade: h' Pr'r,, c'to /9 .'(Washiniton. )..: prepared for the3 use of the Joint LIconomic (ommittee of theCongress' of the Lnited States, August 18, 19S2), p. 137.
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These objectives required the GDR to turn toward the West for help in fulfilling its.
economic programs.

Beginning in 1973, rising energy costs, rising prices for raw materials, and the

Western recession affected the overall growth of the economy. The incremental cost of

production per unit continued to rise throughout the decade. Given the average

growth rate of national income between 1971 to 1975 of 5.2% and average increases in

production of approximately 5%, by the late 1970's the SED was faced with the

dilemma of satisfying growing consumer expectations at the same time that economic

growth was slowing down. 59

C. THE GDR ECONOMY TODAY

Because the growth rate of the 1970's (after 1973) was largely financed by

Western credits as a result of detente, continuing dependence upon the West has

created economic problems for East Germany which remained into the early 1980's

(and although not as severe, still exist). These included low agricultural production,

rising inflation, and huge foreign debt -- the latter being the most harmful. For

example, in 1981 East Germany's total net hard currency debt was estimated at Sl I

billion which was the second highest in the Eastern bloc.6 0 This large foreign debt

tended to force the GDR into shifting its trade to the FRG to obtain much needed*vq

hard currency in order to service its interest and repayment costs.

The nature of the East German centrally planned economy also created economic

problems in the 1980's. These idiosyncrasies can be listed as follows:

1) Plan inaccuracies caused by the immense task of coordinating over 8000
different economic ernterpri.es. The complexity of maintaining records of
performance, productivity, material usage, and s6 on poses severe problems in
planning, especially since'much of these data are not computerized.

2) Waste of raw materials which decreases productivity and rises the overall costs
of resources.

3) Inaccurate pricing which does not include supply and demand considerations.

4) Waste of labor as a result of the socialist necessity to retain innefficient
workers, and the loss of work time because of' the cumbersome supply system.

5) The neglect of economic infrastructure, especially in outdated institutions, data
processing, and communications.

6) Low capital return and productivity from investments.

59 Eugene K. Keefe, ed., East Germany, p. 130.
6 lland ook of Statistics- 1985 (Washington, D.C.: Central Intelligence Agency.

September 1985), p. 4S.
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7) Organizational instqbility caused by the constant search for solutions to the
ecoinomic problems."

8) Uncertain allocation of authority resulting from ambiguous relationships such
as those between the Council of Ministers and the Central Committee economic
departments, or the econoinc planners in the State lanning Commission and
economic administrators of the Council of Ministers.

The 1981-1985 five-year plan, unveiled in April 1981 at the Tenth SED Party

Congress, attempted to solve, with some success, these problems inherent in the

economic system. It encompassed a series of strategies to overcome deficiencies and

continue economic prosperity:

1) More rational investment and technological innovation, especially through
automation, robotics, and microelectronics.

2) Conservation and recvclinz of raw materials through education and
modernization, and mord eflicient use of energy and equiprnnt.

3) Reduction of imports and maximization of exports.

4) Reformation of labor utilization to increase efficiency.

These strategies have been coined "comprehensive intensification" and with the end of

this five-year plan have apparently brought positive results. Consequently, 1984 was

considered to be the best since the founding of the GDR:

On paper, 1984, which marked the much-publicized 35th anniversary of the
GDR 's foundation. was, at least economically, "the most successful %-ear' in Fast
German history. The statistics certainly look impressive. Overfulfilled rlannin,.u
coals, a record'arowth in national incoifie, a bumper harvest, and the GDIR's lirsit
torcign trad 3 surplus point to a remarkable recovery f'rom the shortfalls of the
early"'1980's.

This success was repeated in 1985 with substantial increases in national income,

production of industrial goods, and agricultural harvests. In addition, the GDR had an

overall trade surplus for the third straight year along with full rehabilitation of credit

worthiness in the West as evidenced by a new S600,000,000 loan signed by a

consortium of Western banks. 64 This economic comeback has been accomplished more

than anything else because of greater austerity and debt consolidation.

61Three structural ref'orms have been accomplished in the economy in the last
twenty years; however, they were poorly implemented and full of uncertainties.

62TIhese economic problems are identified and explained in greater detail in C.
Bradley Scharf, Politics and Change in East (icr', pp. 69-76.

63B.V. Flow, "The Last German !conomv- What is Behind the Success Story'?
Radio Free Europe Research (RAD Report 23, 15 larch 1985), p. I.

64B.V. Flow, "5 More Years of' "Comprehensive Intensification" For the GI)R's
Economy", Radio Free Europe Research, (R 1) Report 6, 17 Januarv 198O), p. 2.
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Thus, by 1985 the GDR economy had recovered from the situation of the early
1980's. The regime has pointed to this recovery as a signal that the SED is leading the

country to greatness. In fact, the official figures for 1984 and 195 were the most

detailed ever published, exhibiting the importance of letting the people know when the

economy (and hence regime) succeeded. The emphasis on economic well-being on a

personal level is also a direct result of the utilization of economics as a legitimizing

device in East Germany.

D. CONSUMER SATISFACTION

While material incentives to stimulate individual and factory performance have
always played a prominent role in Sov~iet-tx'pe sy'stems, they became the prMimCzrv
source of" moti vati" he " " ive " of' the econonic re"rrh
efforts ofthe GDR

The emphasis which the SED places on consumer living standards can easily be

seen when compared to other similar Warsaw Pact countries. Table I illustrates a

general economic profile of East Germany in 1984. As is readily evident, both overall

GNP and per capita GNP were the highest in the Warsaw Pact, including the USSR.

Energy consumption was second only to Poland (a country with over twice the
population of the GDR) in the non-Soviet bloc countries, and first in total exports and

imports of the six non-Soviet Warsaw Pact nations.

Table I contains data which serve as indicators of living standards in Eastern
Europe. The GDR leads all other countries in each of these areas, exhibiting that the

recime continues to strive to increase individual welfare. Automobiles are owned by

42.!,,, of all last German households and almost all have refrigerators. Ninety percent
own televisions, 84'!,, washing machines, 64% hot water, 68", baths, and 60, inside

toilets. 66 Given the fact that the S11) is able to deliver life's necessities better than

other communist nations, the people may be motivated to put forth greater effort in

the construction of socialism. This accomplishment is also a source of pride for the

government in the attempt to build an East German identity.

651 lartmut Zimmerman, "The GDR in the 1970's," p. 4.

663"(ter1an Economy on Top of' Last Bloc I leap," The Christian Science .lunitor,3 October 1984, p. 11.
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TABLE I
ECONOMIC PROFILE (GDR AND COMECON)

*GNP Per Cap GNP Energy Exports Imports

GDR 163. 7 9800 1. 4 25.2 23.0

Bulgaria 56.4 6270 0. 2 12.8 12.7

Czech. 127.9 8250 1. 0 17. 4 17. 6

Hungary 77.0 7200 0.3 16. 3 15. 6

Poland 228.5 6190 2.5 17.4 16.2

Romania 117. 6 5200 1. 1 12.0 9.9

USSR 1957. 6 7120 30.0 91.5 80.4

*GNP= billions of US dollars
Per Capita GNP= US dollars
Energy= millions of barrels/day oil equivalent
Exporzs/Imports= billions of US dollars

Source:
CIA Handbook of Statistics (Washington, D.C. :
Central Intelligence Agency, September 1985), Table 3.

"'9.

*. The latest 1986 official ecorinic targets also echo the traditional East German

,,F concern for the consumer sector. Although, overall popular consumption is to remain

unchanged from 19S5, tighter regulations for quality control on consumer goods.

improved supplies of spare parts for consumer products, a 6%// rise in the private

svces sector (this was 4.2' in 1985), and a 15% increase in auto maintenance

services are planned for the coming year. 6 7 "lhercfore, even as the economic situation

in the GDR may wax and wane, the consumer is still extremely important inl the eyes

of the regime, and the East German economy is the most "legitimate" ill this respect

within the socialist camp. Indeed, SEI) concern over a slowdown in tile rise in tile

67B.V. F~low, "5 More Years of" "Comprehensive Intensification'" for tile GI)R's
Economy," p. 5.
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TABLE II

INDICATORS OF LIVING STANDARDS-1984

GDR Bulg. Czech. Hung. Poland Rom.

Autos* 168 99 159 110 80 11

Energy
Usage- 40 29 35 20 24 22

Life
Expectancy 72 71 71 70 71 70

Daily.
Calories
(1977) 3644 3578 3457 3520 3619 3448

% Houses
w/elec. 100 99.8 99.7 94.3 NA 48.6

*Autos=number per 1000 persons

*Energy=barrels/day oil equivalent
per capita

Sources:
CIA Handbook of Statistics (Washington, D.C.:
Central Intelligence Agency, September 1985) Taple 3;
East European Economies: S low Growth in the 1980 s,
Report Submitted to the Joint Economic Committee of the
Congress of the United States
(Washington D.C.; Government Printing Office, 28
October 198t), pp. 253,259.

standard of living may explain the huge hard currency cushion possessed by the GDR

(somewhere between S4 billion and S6 billion) which provides a hedge against forced

price rises or investments detracting from the consumer sector.

E. FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELATIONS

As a member of the Warsaw Pact's Council for Mutual Econonc Assistance

(COMECON or CMEA), East Germany f'aces external constraints upon its economic

relations with other states. The 1985 C.MI A Council meeting in June highlighted the

future emphasis on "socialist integration" centered around live goals:

... close coordination of national five-year plans so as to dovetail production
programs; conclusion of special lonc-tefrm cooperative agreements, such as in
extracting and transporting SovictC natural gas or clonserving on encrgy
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consumption; elaboration of a joint plan of action for scientific and technical
work; a continued high concentration of trading within the bloc, with special

*emphasis on the deliv~rn' of quality goods and consumer durables from Eastern
Europa to the USSR; aid linutatidn on trade and other economic links with the
West.I These stated goals serve to limit the East Germans from moving further away from

decentralizing the economy and increasing economic ties with the West, especially with

West Germany.

Since over one-half of East Germany's Western trade is with the FRG,

inter-German relations are especially important to the SED's search for legitimacy.

The SED has reaped tremendous economic benefits from this relationship. Besides the

usual trade which is carried out with West Germany, there are other incomes in the

form of transit fees (DM 500 million); postal payments (DM 200 million); road tolls

(DM 50 million); income for obligatory currency exchanges (DM 200 million), sewer

and waste disposal (DM 100 million); earnings from foreign currency shops (D.I I

billion); the guaranteed credit or "swing" (DM 850 million); and ransoming of political

prisoners (DM 200 million). 69 In addition, the ability to funnel exports through West

Germany to obtain hard currency (a feat that other CMEA countries cannot do as

easily) makes the GDR an unofficial member of the EEC. This favored relationship is

worth at least DNI 1 billion. According to Jonathon Dean, when this is all added to

the value of recent loans of over DXI 700 million per year it can be estimated that the

GDR gains approximately DM 5 billion annually from its relationship with West

Germany.
70

Economics will remain a major tool in attaining legitimacy for the SED. Poor in

natural resources and energy, East Germany must depend upon foreign trade to

maintain economic health and hence, consumer satisfaction. Therefore, any analysis of

East German foreign policy must always consider the economic aspect in addition to

other variables. However, the functions of economics in the East German case cannot

be separated from its role as a contributor to regime legitimacy and stability. The

importance of trade with both the East and the West has placed the East Germans in a

68Vladimir V. Kusin, "Gorbachev and Eastern Europe," Ilroicos of Comnuuisni
(January-February 1986), p. 42.

69jonathon Dean, "Directions in Inner-German Relations," Orbis (Fall, 1S95), p.612.

")lbid., p. 612.
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unique position between the two blocs, and affccts the relationships which are'4 discussed in the following sections.
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IV. LEGITIMACY AND STABILITY IN EAST GERMAN FOREIGN
POLICY

A. SOVIET AND INTER-GERMAN RELATIONS
1. The German Legacy

Any attempt at examining East German foreign policy must be accomplish'ed

within the context of the relationship between the GDR and the Soviet Union, and the

GDR and West Germany. Because East German foreign policy today has largely

evolved from the postwar division of Germany, the evolution of the two diflkrent

nations has taken place within the context of inter-German relations, albeit under the

watchful eye of the USSR. This Soviet influence in the GDR directly limits the level,

and largev determines the nature, of inter-German relations carried out by the SED.

'flhercfore, the inter-G(erman situation, and the Soviet-GDR relationship which affects

it, provide a good starting point for the overall foreign policies of East Germany. To

better understand this, some important postwar differences in the two Gcrmanies need

to be emphasized.
The forced Soviet alliance after World War II brought political impotence as

well as economic ruin to what was to become the GDR. In contrast, the Federal

Republic of Germany was accorded the privilege of pursuing economic, security, and

legitimacy goals without the massive reparations and exploitation experienced by the

East Germans. The West German population was more supportive of her occupiers

than were the people in the Soviet Occupation Zone. Bonn's dependency on the major

international influence of the United States, Great Britain, and France served to

enhance her position as the new Germany. This became even more meaningful after

the joining of the three allied zones combined the political power of these Western

nations on the side of what was to be called the Federal Republic of Germany. In

contrast, by 1949 the Soviets were viewed as oppressive and tyrannical throughout

much of the world when their policies in the occupied last European countries became

evident. Immediate economic aid fiom the United States in the form of the Marshall

Plan eased human sufl'ering in the Allied zones, and a capitalistic, market-oriented

economy similar to that of' prewar Germany began to evolve. In the Soviet zones, a

drastically different system of socialist economic ideas was set up -- a systcm

introduced into a severely damaged economic infrastructure made worse 1 Soviet
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reparations well into the early 1950"s.71 These differences between the two Germanies

exaggerated the "legitimacy gap" for the next twenty-five years; the FRG seemed to be
the only "real" Germany while the German Democratic Republic appeared as simply

another of the Soviet occupied territories of Eastern Europe.

This legacy has created four major priorities in East German foreign policy

which continue today: (1) to assure continued growth of foreign trade and expansion

of the economy to promote popular well-being (and subsequent popular support); (2)

to improve stability and legitimacy by obtaining worldwide recognition of SED rule

and GDR sovereignty; (3) to avoid those conflicts between the two superpowers which

could damage or even destroy the SED regime. This could include a European war
which no doubt would be conducted on East German (as well as West German) soil;

and (4) to remain the most loyal and helpful ally of the Soviet Union in order to reap

political and economic benefits.' 2 Today, all of these goals become important in

analyzing GDR foreign policy, and are all related to legitimacy and stability concerns.

In writing of the newest phases of the inter-German detente of the 19S0's, Melvin

Croan states:

it involves a deviation based neither on traditional nationalist
considerations, nor on pacifism (a sentiment abroad in the land but anathema to
its communist rulers), nor on calculations of economic self-interest in any narrow
sense, as has been implied in some of the best-informed Western reportage. At
stake rather is a complex process in which. contrary to the initial expectations of
the SED leadership. detente has become a cornerstone of E-ast Germany's
internal political st4ility and the virtual centerpiece of the SED's continuizng
quest for legitimacy.'

And I lartmut Zimmerman emphasizes a similar aspect:

The interests and the behavior of the GDR in its foreign relations have
been determined bv the fact that the state must look upon itself as a strictly
political entity, sinde it lacks the additional legitimation of a national identity,

71Wholesale confiscation, dismantling, destruction, and expropriation by the
Soviets dominated the economic life of the astern zones of occupation. I-or exa*nple,
more than 200 industrial concerns were turned into joint stock companies by theSoviets and remnained so until 1953. F~or at vood dis cussion ofpros twar Soviet ec ccioni~c
policy in the Soviet Occupation Zone see J.P. Nettl, i/c -'dslern tuc' and ,11 'i, P,,/ic"
in G;rmiay- 1945-19.50 (New York: Octagon Books, 1977).

72This contributes to a maintenance of a certain amount of autonom vis-a-viS
the Soviet Union which also provides a perception of legitimacy for the G)l
government.

73, elvin Croan. "The Politics of Division and Detente in Fast (icriany."
Current listory (November 19S5), p. 369.
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which would enable it to safeguard the continuity of its existence as a state
withou, tying that existence to-the maintenance of-present political-institutional
forms.'

2. The Soviet Connection

In viewing the foreign policy of the German Democratic Republic, it is a

common perception in the West to simply attribute East German policy and actions to

Soviet desires. To a large extent, this is correct. However, the importance of the GDR

to the Soviet Union ensures a continued high Russian stake in East German regime

stability, and it is in this connection Jhat East Berlin succeeds in limiting the direct

control exerted from the Kremlin. To understand this relationship it is necessar' to

explain the functions which the GDR serves for the Soviet Union.

First, the GDR serves as one of the most important states as part of the East

European buffer zone (from the Soviet perspective).7 5 Its strategic position is vital to

the maintenance of the political and military hegemony of the Soviet Union in Central

and Eastern Europe. Angela Stent goes so far as to call the GDR "the

political-military bulwark of the Soviet security system in Eastern Europe".76 In this

respect, the nineteen Soviet divisions deployed in Germany form the front line against

any aggression from the West or, conversely, provide the forward forces with which to

launch military operations if necessary for "defensive purposes." Second, its continued

existence guarantees against a reunited and revanchist Germany which had cost so

much in human and material sacrifices to defeat in the Great Patriotic War. Third, as

mentioned in the last section, East German economic and technological assistance is

vital to the Soviet Union, more vital than similar assistance from other countries.

Fourth, the continued loyalty to the Soviet Union and close duplication of its political

system in the GDR lends credibility and legitimacy to the ideology of
Marxism-Leninism. Fifth, the GDR provides opportunities for Soviet influence in

West Germany and consequently, leverage in the Western alliance.

'l lartmut Zimmerman, "The GDR in the 1970's," Problems of Cotnwuzisin
(March-April 197S), p. 11.

7 Regarding the idea of the GI)R. as a buLffer state, Vernon Aspaturian also
considers all ol"lEastern Europe as either a bufler zone, a dclnse glacis, or a
sprinehoard for Soviet westward expansion. one choice seems to be as valid as another.
See ti s article. tastcrn E uropc in W orld Perspective" in Comnimnwiis in lEsi'rn
Kmz'rqc. Teresa Rakowska-Ilarmstone, ed. (Bloominuton: Indiana tUlniversity Press,
1984).

6,,\niela Stent. "The I .SSR and Germany," Problems of Comnwmism
(Septenhr'-Octohcr 1981), p. 3.
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On the other hand, the GDR could not survive without the Soviet Union.

Although East Germany has gained diplomatic recognition and other important

relationships in the world, the USSR remains its central and most important ally. The

SED depends upon the continued division of Germany for its political existence, and

the Soviet Union is the guarantor of that division. In addition, the GDR is dependent

on the Soviet Union for the majority of its raw materials and energy which creates an

important means of influence for the USSR, but not without its costs:

The GDR's almost total dependence on Soviet raw material imports represents a
drain on Soviet resources and is particularly problematic in the energy field. In
1970, 7% of all GDR exports to the Soviet Union went wward pavingfor oil. In
1980 the figure was 25%, with a predicted 35% by 1985."

Thus, the relationship with the Soviet Union in the eyes of the SED is extremely

important and all foreign policy considerations must include these vital ties with the

USSR.

3. The German Question

The most important issue which has consistently been addressed in the foreign

policies of both Germanies is the so-called "German Question." Initially involving the

reunification issue, this term has evolved to encompass many inter-German issues, or

simply, the inter-German relationship. Because of the importance placed upon the

GDR by the Soviet Union, it is this area upon which I will concentrate in order to

examine the relationship of legitimacy and stability concerns in Last German

interactions with the USSR. The developments upon which I focus in this scction

include:
1) The period of Willy Brandt's Ostpoliiik and Walter Ulbricht's intransigence in

East Germany.

2) The tlonecker policy of Abgrenzung (delimitation).

3) The official "damage limitation" policy after NATO deployment of intermediate
range nuclear mis.siles forces (INFl)'in 1983. This broiieht about the "new
Deu~ischlandpolitik" of the mid-19S0's and renewed tensions Wvith Moscow.

These issues will be briefly outlined and then related within the legitimacy'stability

matrix. The four L;,S goals are applied to demonstrate legitimacy' and stability

concerns as motivators of' policy in each situation.

7 7Anela Stent, "Soviet Polic' Toward the German Democratic Republic," in
So-rlt PoliI. in Eastern l'urope, cd. S.I. lcrry (New laven: Yale U niversity Press,
1984), p. 45.
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4. Ostpolitik

The first two decades of the division of Germany involved a stalemate of

national wills between the United States and her Western allies on the one hand, and

the Soviet bloc countries on the other. This stalemate was a direct product of the

foreign policies of the two superpowers:

During the 1950's and* 1960's. the German question had two major
variables: the role of the two Germanies in an international system focused on
the cold war and the foreien and German policies of Bonn and Berlin
themselves. W( ith both of' the'e factors remaining more or less constant, the
situation between the two Germanies was at an impasse. As bv- roducts of the
East-West confrontation, with their very existence firmly imbededin that milieu.
it was inevitable that the latter erosion' of the bipolar svstem and the emeroence
of' impulses for some form of East-West accomodafion would pose serious
challenges fbr both Bonn and East Berlin. '

By the mid-1960's the West German policy of official non-recognition of the GDR. as

embodied in the Hallstein Doctrine, was becoming increasingly disfunctional. 79 This
change of thought in West German policy placed the relative diplomatic position of

Walter Ulbricht and the SED in a stronger bargaining position. Since the Berlin Wall.

the introduction of the NES. and the consequent rise in the standard of living in East

Germdny, popular support for the Ulbricht government had expanded, albeit in subtle

increments. Aggressive GDR policies toward the FRG also limited personal contacts

and created a cordon sanibaire against Western influences. I lowever, by the late 19 's

a policy dilemma confronted the East German leadership. Although the GIDR
depended upon the continued division of Germany for its existence, it paradoxically

constituted a direct challenge to the popularly perceived legitimacy of the state,

especially' if relations remained hostile or formal recognition from the FRG was not

forthcoming (because West Germany continued to be the only internationally

recognized German nation). It was becoming imperative to gain recognition Iom the

78 Ronald A\mus. "Bonn and East Berlin: The 'New' Germtan Question?", Radio
Fr ec Lurorc R,scarcn (RAD Report 2U. 1m March 19S5), p. 49.

79 1,he I lallsteill Doctrine was the major forcign policy strategv used by the IR(O
aeainst Fast German% for the first twcntv-fli vears after The war. ()Ificiallv
ctalished on l)cceniber 9. 1955. the doctrine was based upon the West (Gerall/
ability, through her diplomatic and economic clout, to convince most other countries inthe \xorht to "Icnv recoenition to the SlIl) reime and a separate F ast ,Gernianx. hbis
was i'lotivated n parl by the expectation that (jerman reunilication was still a
probability and not Just a piossibility.
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"other" Germany to provide domestic legitimacy for the regime; but it would require

the Soviet Union, not Ulbricht, to bring about the change which would address this

dilemma.

In the strategy of GDR "self-preservation" which was pursued until 1970,

political stability and legitimacy were linked to the belief that East Germany was

historically and socially more advanced than the FRG. In this situation, reunification

and closer inter-German cooperation could only be based on the assurance that East

Germany could maintain her ideological and socialist achievements. Given the nature

of East German intransigence (and as the chances for reunification declined), the

continued isolation of the GDR was a certainty without some sort of accomodation by

one or both Germanies, or at least by the East-West superpowers and their respective

allies.

As the new Social Democrats under Chancellor Willy Brandt came to power

in the FRG in 1969, a willingness to normalize relations with the Soviet Union became

more evident. Well before the West German Social Democrats' introduction of

Ostpolitik, the Soviets had been influenced to closer ties with Bonn by many factors:

1) The fall of De Gaulle in early 1969 accentuated the gradual shift of France back
to the Atlantic alliance and away from the general focus of previous Soviet
efforts at detente.

2) The emergence of China from isolation and its increased involvement in
opening discussions with the West threatened to isolate the USSR in its foreign
policy actions.

3) The Soviets were experiencing growing economic problems which forced the

Kremlin to look closer at increasing inustrial and techonological ties with the
West.

4) As the Soviets were close to attaining nuclear parity with the United States. the
concern to stabilize the arms race -(either to maintain this parity or obtain
nuclear superiority) motivated improved relations with the United States. The
new SID, EDP coalition and their overtures provided a means to accomplish
this.

5) In addition, the FRG seemed to provide the means to gain influcn in order to
undermine the Atlantic Alliance and draw Bonn closer to the East.

6) Lastly, it was important to the Soviets to Oain recognition for East Germany
and Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe, wlilc at the same time, preventing thi
development of closer ties between Bonn and Peking.

8°In this regard William E. Griffith writes: "The Soviet Union intended to use
Ostpolitik to prev 't Western Europe from becoming politically or, worse. militarily or,
worst of all, fhermonuclcarly united and, in particular, to prevent the Federal Repimblic
from beconing dominant in WYestern Europe, obtaining independent access to nuclear
weapons or othcrwise ercatlv increasing its military strcngth .:, illiam E. Gritlith, I it
O.tpolhtk off the ledr~-a Rcp'ibic oJf G am" (Canbridge, Massachusetts and London,
England; The MIT Press, 1978), pp. 163-104.
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The invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 gave increased impetus to Moscow to

reach some sort of settlement with the West which would legitimize Soviet rule in

Eastern Europe, possibly preventing the appearance of future Czechoslovakias. F.

Stephen Larrabee adopts this line of thought:

As long as the West had not accepted the postwar status quo a threat to Soviet
hegemony existed, however latent. This consideration pointed, above all, to the
need for intensified efforts to achieve some sort of a seftlement with Bonn, for it
had become increasingly clear that the Federal Republic held the keys to the
solution of the outstanding issues 1 -uro canraOfitics--the recogniti6n of theOder-Neisse line and the acceptance of the GDR.

Given this situation, then why was there a two-year crisis between Ulbricht

and the Kremlin after the Soviet decision was made to respond to the overtures from

Willy Brandt and the West German leadership in 1969? The answers possibly lie in the

prerequisites demanded by the GDR leadership before normal relations could be

negotiated. These included:

1) Full unqualified recognition of GDR sovereignty.

2) An agreement by West Germany not to impede GDR pursuit of diplomatic
relations internationally.

3) The establishment of a permanent Four-Power status in Berlin with an avenue
for future control by the GDR.

4) The renunciation of any future special relations between the German nations.

These preconditions all embodied the insecurity traditionally experienced by the East

German government.

The subsequent West German-Soviet negotiations which began on January 30,

1970 forced the GDR to consent reluctantly to open its own dialogue with its western
counterpart. H-Iowever, Ulbricht continued his opposition even after the signing of the

Soviet-West German Treaty in August.8 2 lie became increasingly obstinate concerning

the compromise over (DR recognition and the Berlin quadripartite talks. As a result
of Soviet pressure, Ulbricht perceived three challenges to his regime during this time:

811F. Ste p hen Larrabee, "Moscow and the German Question: Continuities and
Changes," l'roblems oJ Communismn ( .larch-April 1981), p. 69.

F82For a more detailed discussion of the 1ilbricht opposition to detente see
Edwina Moreton East (iermanv and the [Varsaiv 4lliance: /he Politics of Detente
(Boulder, Colorado: Wcstview Vress, 1978): and William L Grillith Thie O.tpdiikthe Fedral Republic of Ge,,any (Ctambridge, Massachusetts and london, Englan
The 'vil iT Press, 1978).
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1) An inherent danger to regime stability and legitimacv resulting from increased
inter-German dialogue and greater interation between East and West
Germans.

2) The end to the chance of /iuidating the Four-power status of Berlin which
would enable the "island' of te West to continue to exist as a direct challenge
to East German sovereignty.

3) The perception of Soviet manipulation which could result from a reversal of
traditional East German policies in relations with West Germany. This could
harm regime credibility from a sovereignty standpoint. Any evidence of real
autonomy would be completely discredited.

It is no coincidence that all three of these problems reflected legitimacy.'stability

concerns.

The Ostpolitik dispute with the Kremlin seems inevitable when the particular

combination of legitimacy/stability goals are analyzed in the matrix in Figure 4.1. The

matrix illustrates the L/S factors which were motivations for Ulbricht and the SED

leadership in the dispute, and it is evident that the GDR perceived all four L/S goals as

being affected by negotiating with the FRG:

1) The possibility of increased inter-German contacts served to detract from the
creation of a separate East German national identity by potentially brideing the
man-made cultural gap between the two countries: As new rela'tions~lips-and
interactions on a personal level became possible, the SED perceived threats to
attaining national identity goals.

2) Sovereignty goals would be harmed because of the evidence of Soviet
mani pulatibn in any policv chance to an environment of inter-German detente,
and the continuing"island' of' \V-st Berlin was anathema to Ulbricht in relation
to GDR sovereightv. Increased Soviet trade with the FRG would decrease
GDR influence, -land closer ties could make reunification a remote, but real
possibility.

3) Ideology goals were affected in that the status uo was to be recounized -- a
policy 'diametrically opposed to the past themes oT Last German propgaganda.

4) Social goals would be affected by the increased ability of East German citizens
to compare their lot with their Western counterparts through the increased
contacts with relatives and f'riends from the West. Greater e. pectations could
arise which could not be realized in the near future.

When viewed from this perspective, the reasons for the Soviet-SI'l) dispute then

become clearer.

The disagreement was finally settled by the Soviets. The direct result was the

ouster of Ulbricht in 1971 and the series of negotiations and treaties between the East

and West throughout the next few years. The watershed of these negotiations (for the

two Germanies) was the Basic Treaty signed in December 1972. A new era in SEI)

policy had begun.
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L/S GOALS*
HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (L/S) Motivations
In GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which,
if attained would contribute to the overall perception
of a separate East German national heritage and culture.
Polic Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend cre ence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the GDR as a new and viablu nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.

3. Ideologr goals are met by advocating the inherent
rightness of the East German social and political

system.
Policy Example: The policy of controlled emi ration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economic
growth, standard of living, welfare, etc.
olicy Example: official help in increasing reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.1 Sovict-G)lR l)ispute Over Ostpolitik.
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5. Abgrenzung

Walter Ulbricht's removal after the beginning of East-West detente brought

into play a second strategy along with a new leader, Erich Honecker. This strategy

was based upon the realization that there would not be a unified German entity.

Long-awaited international recognition for the GDR, as well as West German

recognition, served to underwrite the permanency of the division and legitimize the

East German regime.

As Erich Honecker took over the reins of power, East German frustrations

with the forced detente with the FRG were heightcned by the realization that the

dramatic increases in East-West German contacts were becoming a reality for the first

time since 1961. The logical response on their part was the initiation of the policy of

Abgrenzung (delimitation). This policy was aimed at constantly monitoring the

influence of the West and minimizing its impact on East German 1, S goals:

This entailed stepped-up ideological vigilance for party members, increased
militar' and ideolopicar instruction in -the schools, as' well as the sudden
cate~ori7ation of' mbre than one million 8o ast Germans as 'carriers of state
secr&s' banned from any Western contacts.

In Abgrenzung the separateness of the two German nations was stressed and

the German question was considered closed by East Berlin. This produced what was to

color the inter-German negotiations for the remainder of the decade, namely, a series

of incremental steps with a tedious and tender approach to the GDR by the FRG (and

with the legitimacy,'stability needs of East Germany always in mind). This was the

nature of the dialogue during the West German Social Democratic Party's (SPD's)
Deutschlandpolitik.8 4 West Germany could only hope to open inter-German dialogue

and keep the hope for reunification alive by promoting stability in the GDR; for as

long as any perceived threats to the SED regime existed, negotiations would probably

remain elusive. West Germany attained this by making overtures and one-sided

concessions while, at the same time, attempting to gain some advantages for the FRG

(mainly in the forms of citizen contacts and emigration policy). West Germany's

8 3 Ronald Asmus" "Bonn and East Berlin: The 'New' German Question?" Radio
Free Europe Research (RAD Report/20, 14 March 1985), p. 51.

8 4 EFor a discussion of the SPD's policy, see Wkalter Ieislcr Kiep, Tm e-DettSClatidpolitik " "orci-'n .'i's "i'r I9S4- 195), and icha" Stuner,
"angSense of beutsclkandp htik," 71w W~ashin-ton Quarter/v- (Winter 19S6).
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punishment policies of the pre-detente era hence gave way to positive reinforcement in

the guise of such programs as the "swing" credit fostered as an incentive to soften the

hard currency exchange requirements in East Berlin. 85

Applying the L;S matrix to the policy of Abgrenzung in Figure 4.2, it is

evident again that legitimacy and stability goals were paramount. Three of the four

L'S goals were in play:

1. National identity goals were perceived as important because interaction between
East and West Germans could influence the societal barriers which had so
painstakin2lv been constructed by the SED, and subsequent policy was created
* to de-empqhasize an °overall "Germanness' in favor of a Prus'sian or East
German nationalism The concerns mirrored in the dispute over Osipolitiik
were addressed in A bgrenzung.

2. Motivations as a result of the pursuit of sovereignty coals were not as
important. The international rccognition given to the GDR by admission to
the United Nations, as well as the diploriiatic homage paid b, the FRG (in
stark contrast with the past), could only aid in "this regard. Therefore
sovereignty would not be harmed, but acttfallv helped if' equal treatment and
diplomnatic" interaction continued as a result of closer contacts.

3. Ideological goals were motivations for delimitation because of the need to
minimize the desirable aspects of Western culture, which became accessible
through more open interaction. In addition, detente had made it more diflicult
to chastise the FRG while simultaneously improving relations. The "rightness"
of Marxism; Leninism could be damaged if Abgrenzut'g was not upheld.

4. Social coals were influenced because of the possible effect that inter-German
rapprociement would have on the massive political socialization which had
been occurring in East Germany for years. The apparition of increased
contacts with 'West Germans and conseqiuent comparisons of' life in the two
countries could spark consumer and political dissent similar to that before 1961.

There is a marked similarity to the concerns of the SED leadership in

Abgrenzung and the Ostpolitik dispute. However, in Abgrenzung sovereignty goals were

not as important because diplomatic recognition and contacts did not appear to be

involved in I-lonecker's internal policy of delimitation. Consequently, sovereignty goals

were not pursued as energetically as national identity, ideology, and social goals.

85The "swing" is a permanent interest-free credit from West Germany to East
Germany as a resut of the Berlin Agreement of 195 1.

861nto the mid-1970's -onecker was forced to intensify the creation of an East
German national identity. Bv 1976 signs of elite and mass discontent appeared as a
result of the lelsinki Fiial A~t which prompted more than one hundred thousand East
Gernans to apply for emigration to West (e rmanv. In addition, the regile 's
deprivation of the balladeer ;olf' Biermann's citi/cnshit: the house arrest of disidcnt
intellectual Robert I lavemann; and the later deportation of many other prominent
dissidents contributed to the 2rowin2 atmosphere of popular discbntent. U ombinedwith the decreasing fear of tlhe iecime'by the population. the SF) was forced to justifV
its existence again bccause (at l'east in part) of Os politik. Although by the end df
1976, when most public expressions of' discontent had been quashed, it wa's evident to
I lonecker that a ercater sense of national identity must be created: thus. the emphasis
on German histo'rv and nationalism which best fit the socialist and Prussian Ileacies
was increased at this time.
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L/S GOALS* HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (L/S Motivations
In GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which,
* -. if attained would contribute to the overall perception

of a separate East German national heritage and cu1ture.
Policy Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend credence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the GDR as a new and viable nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.
.Ideology goals are met by advocating the inherent
rightness' of the East German social and politicalsystem.

Policy Example: The policy of controlled emigration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economicrowth, standard of living, welfare, etc.
olicy Example: official help in increasing reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.2 The Abgrenzung (Delimitation) Policy.
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Abgrenzung has continued into the present with various levels of intensity and,

depending upon the nature of the East-West relationship, will remain a policy at the

disposal of the SED. Whenever the ties with West Germany seem to be negatively

affecting the domestic attitudes aid opinions of the people, delimitation of

inter-German contact again sets in. However, Abgrenzung served its most important

role in the period immediately following dctente.

6. Damage Limitation

By the end of the 1970's, there had evolved new East German attitudes toward

the FRG. West German ties had become a positive factor for political stability. It
was readily apparent that the SED had become more effective in dealing with its

citizens in an environment of inter-German ties. Although Abgrenzung continued,

expert control of the population through the security structure and sophisticated

handling of potential domestic problems (using the domestic implements described

earlier) contributed to the neutralization of any SED qualms in dealing with West

Germany. In addition, the regime's efforts at building a subtle consensus with its

population through a "Teutonic Ghoulash Communism" had become dependent upon

continued economic infusions from the West Germans. Lastly, detente had opened the

way for the viability of the GDR as an international actor. Therefore, East-West

detente had become an important part of 1lonecker's more self-confident and secure
regime.

Beginning in 1979, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, the Solidarity

movement in Poland, and the NATO dual-track discussions over INF heralded a

change in East-West relations. This was especially true as the GDR linked the future

of inter-German relations to the INF issue as part of the overall Soviet strategy. This

was partially justified by the Soviet Union (and the GDR) through existing treaties

between East and West. A Soviet article stated:

Vest Germany is committed under the Moscow Treaties to contribute in every
way to the assertion of the principle of non-use of' F[zce and of renunciation df
the threat of force in relations with eastern neighbors.

87 Roland Smith. "Soviet Policy Towards West Germany," Adcl'phi Papers,
number 203 (London: The Internatiofial Institute for Strategic Sfudies, \\ inter 19S5),
p. 24.
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In response, Helmut Kohl's new Christian Democrat and Free Democrat

(CDU/FDP) coalition which had come to power in 1982 continued the attempt to

disengage the INF issue by carrying on normal relations and actually increasing tics in

the economic realm. This was evidenced in June 1983 with the granting of a D.I I

billion banking credit by a West German bank consortium and guaranteed by the West

German government. 88 This seemed to be an open sign from West Germany of the

desire to continue inter-German relations as before.

With the actual start of deployments in November 1983, U.S.-Soviet relations

reached a new low in the post-detente era. Arms control talks were broken ot" but

inter-German relations continued to be unaffected. In a speech at the end of

November 1983, Erich Honecker introduced the policy of "damage limitation" relative

to relations with Bonn. Following this, in January 1984 Honecker expressed optimism

for future superpower arms control talks in an interview for the French comnnmnist

weekly Revolution, exhibiting a stance distinctly opposite that recently portrayed by

Moscow. 89 In addition, East Germany turned over the surface rapid transit system

(S-Bahn) in West Berlin to FRG administration on January 9 -- a system which had

been under the control of East Berlin since World War II. The agreement was

perceived by the West as another landmark sign of East German desires for detente

despite East-West tensions over INF.90 Therefore, as the Soviets continued to cool

relations with the West, it appeared that the East Germans were conducting business

as usual. In fact, at one point during this period, the GDR carried on fourteen

different forums with West Germany. 91 This was the beginning of a new diverging

direction vis-a-vis the Soviet Union.

Following the publication of an article by Hungarian Matyas Szuros in

January 1984 (sympathetic to the East German position), a chain of media polemics

began in Eastern Europe which opened the discord to Western view. 92 I lungary, siding

" XRonald Asmus, "Rapprochement with Bonn," in Soviet/East European Survcve
19S3-19S4, ed. Voijtech Mastny (Durham: Duke University Press, 1985), p. 238.

9Ronald Asmus, "The Dialectics of Detente and Discord: The Moscow-East
Berlin-Bonn I rian-le," Orbiv (Winter 1985). p. 749. Also see I lonecker's interview in
Rlevoutio. January" 6, 1984.

90 "Berlin Subway Pact I las Echoes of Detente," The Christian Science Moiltor,
10 January 1984, lntefnational Section, p. 7.

91 Ronald Asmus, "The Dialectics of Detente .... , p.748.
92lbid., p. 745. The lungarian article was printed as "The Reciprocal Elfect of

National and international Interests in the Development of Socialism in II ungary," by
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with the Honecker position, gently rebuffed the low-keyed berating from

Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union over too much independent foreign policy. Thus

by the Spring of 1984 an evident dispute had arisen between the Soviets and the East

Germans over relations with Bonn in the wake of INF deployment. Ironically, in just

over ten years the new Soviet-East German dispute involved switched roles with the

same actors. Ronald Asmus describes the new characteristics as compared to

Osipolitik:

In the late 1960's and early 1970's it was essentially Ulbricht and the East
German recime that were stressing the perils of West German "revanchism" and
arg2,uing that any opening to the FRG not on Eastern terms -- full de jure
diplomatic recognition of-East Berlin by Bonn -- was fraught with dangers for
domestic politic Tl stability and foreign policy credibility. ln Moscow,-on the
other hand. the Soviet leadUers, while certainly concerned' about political stability'
in the GDR, sometimes diflfred from the Cast German leadership. particularlN
t'1bricht, in their view of the risks and costs of detente. Confronted with the
choice of supporting Ulbricht's maximalist demands or moving ahead with its
own eflbrts to reach compromises with Bonn that might enable it to achieve one
of its most sought after foreign policy goals of the postwar period, Western
recocnition of t'he territorial status qfuo, Moscow chose to subordinate East
Gerihan demands to larger considerations.

The ironv of history is that in 19S4 the issues were essentially the same.
but with the r6lcs reversed. It was now Moscow that was harpring on the
dangers of West German "revanchism", bluntly reminding East Berlin of Bonn s
att mpt to 2ain "levers of influence" through ciedits and tither means and serving
notice that 'the West Germans had to be appropriatelv punished for their support
of INF deployment in order to protect the credibility of Warsaw Pact diplomacy

In sharp5 contrast. East Berlin was soothingly urging a "coalition of reason"
betwe the two Gcrmanies in order to "limit th 'damage' in East-West relations

The dispute was largely settled with the cancellation of the much-heralded visit

of Erich lIonecker to the FRG in September 19S4. It seems Moscow had tolerated

enough and the reins had been tightened once again. What were the goals at stake in

this new set of tensions between Moscow and East Berlin? Figure 4.3 illustrates the

L S goals for the period of damaec limitation'. Three of the four categories were

affected: sovereignty goals, ideological goals, and social goals:

1. National identity coals were less important as motivators because the continued
relationship with 'West (Oermnanv could not really aid in separating the twko
tiernanies and their populations into two natiois, to the contrary, it would
tend to bring them closer.

Matvas Szuros in 'arsadalmi S.z',Pzl" (No. I, .anuarv 198-4). pp. 13-21. It advocatedmor refied perception of'the idoption of more nationalist oriented policies in'a radical lv rel
bloc cooperation and interaction.

9-Ronald Asmus. ""lhe Soviet-Last German Dispute Revisited," Radio h-cc
Europe Research (IA I) Report, 00, 16 July I 9,55, p. 2.
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L/S GOALS* HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (L/S) Motivations
In GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which,
if attained would contribute to the overall perception
of a separate East German national heritage and culture.
Policy Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend credence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the GDR as a new and viable nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.

Ideology goals are met by advocating the inherentri htnessf of the East German social and political
sysnem.
Policy Example: The policy of controlled emi gration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economic
growth, standard of living, welfare, etc.
Policy Example: official help in increasing reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.3 Soviet-G(DR )iscord Over l)amaeI Limitation.
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2. Sovereignty goals were involved for the same reasons as in the OsU,)oliik
dispute. East German relations with West Germany were in danger of heine
controlled comr pletely by Y, oscow. conseIuentlv "underminine t'Me rceimen S
lecitimacy which i had bcome intertwined witl'i continued specialties with West
G~rman'. This became more important as the policy of "damage limitatioln"
cained flvor in Western countries and served to increase intcrnat'ional prestige
ror East Berlin.

3. Ideolocical goals were r8ursued for similar reasons as seen in the previous issues.

A\lthioffqh nbt unprecedented. an extreme change of policy direction would beverr diiicult to-explain in ternms of ideolo,-,, especialtv after the recent
turn-around in the early 1970's. Contini tv in inter-Geirman relations had
shown itself to be an imp'ortant element in this regard.

4. Social L'S goals were mainly involved for special economic factors. The
increased financial ties with West Germanv had become more important as
GI)R consumers were required to experience austere measures in order for the
GI)R to address the forein debt problem raw material shortages high prices.
and energy dit'liculties. I lwever. "Zdamange limitation' was also pbzpula with the
East Gehman masses. This support was a potential domestic source of
lezitimacv in the flace of' slowine rises in consumer standards of' livinE" to mranv
Last (iermans, 1-lonecker appedred as a leader who was doing his lest for his
country.

"Damage limitation" served to preserve those factors which had brought

benefits to the SED regime because of the legitimizing and stabilizing nature of the

existing relations with the Federal Republic of Germany. 'I'o risk past progress toward

attainment of the lecgitimacy/stability goals ran absolutely counter to the perceived

national interests of the GDR, and subsequently, motivated the resistance exhibited by

the SED recime vis-a-vis Moscow.

7. SDI: The New Issue?

As Mikhail Gorbachev assumed the post of CPSU leader in March 1985. East

Germany hoped that some degree of Soviet leadership stability would now take hold
and clear the ambiguity of policy toward Eastern Europe. The SLD predicted

Gorbachev would " . . restore energetic leadership .... and end the confusion that

overshadowed relations between Moscow and its key ally last vear."' .4 lven at

Chernenko's funeral, I lonecker continued pursuit of normal inter-German relations as

he and I lelmut Kohl met for two hours in a guest house producing a joint

communique supporting improved 'ast-West relations. But within ten days, another

change from pro-Western rhetoric was evident, in a joint comMunique from Fast

German IForiein Minister Oskar Fischer and Soviet Foreign Minister Andrev

Gromyko. 95 This new restraint was directly related to the Soviet perception of possible

9 4 Reuter I)ispatch From East Berlin. March 12. 1985. which reported comments
of SED officials to Westcrn diplomats ex hibiting encouranement over the appointmlent
of' Gorbachv' as LuotCd in Vladimir V. KuIin's article, "(orbachev and 15astern
Lurope," Prhienis (" Conzuiz (J an uarv-lcbrmiary' 19SO )p. 47.

951zy'esiya (Noscow), March 21. 19 85.
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West German participation in the American Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI_).
Although the Soviets encouraged I lonecker to remain friendly with other Western

countries, upper level relations with Bonn were to be downplayed for the present, at

least until the Reagan-Gorbachev summit. It appeared that a new issue had come to

take the place of INF, and the same legitimacystability goals were undoubtedly at

play. In the future, discord of a higher level between Bonn and Moscow is again

possible, especially if SDI moves further along in research and development and closer

to deployment (with West German help). As of this writing, there are new plans for

Erich Hlonecker to visit the FRG. Whether or not the national interests of the East

Germans manifested in the L,/S goals discussed in this chapter will again produce

frictions in Soviet-GDR relations is yet to be seen, but rest assured, inter-German

relations will indeed continue to be involved.

B. GDR-EAST EUROPEAN RELATIONS

1. East Germany's Role in Eastern Europe
Not only must the GDR exist within a foreign policy environment created, for

the most part, by its relationship with the Soviet Union, it must also interact with the

other countries of the Soviet sphere -- the six countries oC the Warsaw Treaty

Organization. Tied to these nations through common factors (e.g., Soviet power,

military commitments, Marxism'I.eninism, COM ECON, geography, economic

realities), East Germany has become one of the most influential nations within the

conmmunitv of socialist states." I lowever, as it continues its quest for legitimacy and

stability, interaction with these countries has not always been cordial: often,

differences have arisen and thinly veiled hostility has periodically become evident.

In discussing GI)R relations with her "sister" nations behind the Iron Curtain,
it is helpful to outline the importance of these countries to the Soviet Union. because

the GDR aids in attaining Soviet goals in the region. John Van Oudnaren notes three

types of' East European contributions to the Soviets:96

1) Political- The Soviet bloc nations ([last Germany. Poland, Czechoslovakia.
Bulearia, I lunearv, and Roiania) provide a sofirce of political power by
allovk'ine the S-vict I nion to claim leadership of' the internationa I social it
"movcrent." "This role aids in the international prestige of the VI.S<
portraying it as a political world leader.

9 6john Van Oudenaren. 7Tw S,,o'it ('Uni, and Fastrn Lur,,p: O)tiols /Ir ti,'
1980's and Beyund (Santa MI onica. California: Rand Corporation, .I 194 }', p. v.
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2) cItive- Eastern Europe is a ready' source of technology'. scientific knovwledee,

2)nilitar-y reso urces, economic resources, and diplomatic j hwer for the Soviets.

3) Passive- The Warsaw Pact nations serve to in1sulate the Soviet Union from the
West and, if- required, enable nmilitarv operations to take place froin non-Soviet
territories (important from the historical R~ussian ilacy and paranoic mindset).

As the most loyal and helpful ally to the Soviet Union, the GD R has become

increasingly important as a source of leverage wvithin Eastern Europe to btelp in1

maintaining returns oil Soviet investments.

First, East Germany:

*plays a central role in the ideoloeical aspects of Moscow's IBlolpolitik and
its, ideoloe(-ical sienificance for the USSR has Increased since thle 19'O's-. .... he
SEI) reinil'orces -the leciztimiacv of' the Soviet systemn as one of the staunchest
supporters (touether with Bulgaria) of Soviet ideological pronouncements except
at te end of t'he t.Ilbricht reojine. It theref'ore perf'orms anl important f'unction in
showinue the correctnless botil of the domestic Soviet S, -t em and of its ideoloaical
claim t6 be the leading model for all its socialist allies."

Second, East German%, participates in Eastern Europe as a member of- the

conimon defenise" and functions in overall \Varsaw Pact millitary planning. The

National People's Army (NVA) is one of the best equipped and trained of' all of' the

WVTO nations; again, underscoring the role of East Germany as a significanit junlior

partner of the USSR. 98 The1 Ililitan* nature of' the \VTO serves two functions (related

to the abovc three contributions). Robert (Iutchnels notes'.

Somewhat paradoxically, the WVTO's chief' uses are political rather thanpurv
miitr': it providles 'a f'orum1 for foreign policy coordinationi and th-C

alnouficemen~t of joint policy iniliiatives. ahid its vast appjaratus scrv-qs as an
instrument for maintaining th stability and cohesion of the Soviet bloc.

9 ''nela Stent, "Soviet Policy Towsard the German D~emocratic Republllic. in
*S'nvic't P)oi6W, in E'astern Europe, ed. S.MN. 'ferry ( New~ IHaven: Yale L 'nivrsity Press,
19S4), p. -43'

9SI the late I9 '()'S When the Soviets were inraiepessure onl the Vas t
Etiropean nations to increase defenlse spenlding_. the GD R incre-ascd hers mnore than any
o ther membher. For e.ia mple. ELst (C-T jema pr aita niili tarlV eXpcndki t11S tires ere I roni

S47(osatI 9S 2 do I arS) inI 973 to S3603 in 19S3in ii Hcrease of' over 11' and the
L11r -est in th W~iirs iv.' Pact. Thc nat1 i on with th [iC c t I1C*C1, iret nrei Ic v S 1

~73to 1_46I: in increase, of' 1,)71''' .5c SC I~ C/I > x'u''u~~~ l.
Fr 1 rw,fr r\ iash inmt on. D).C.: A...\rmns Control and I) IS ran ten \im I ''i \ii Au~ut.

I V) able 1, PP; 7-'

9' R o brt L. II ttchintzls. "TVhe I itanline1u 'Alli'ance' '[he Wars iv. P Ict onl its
~lwnt-fiI h \rin i c~ar."Radio, Free En'u)Y P7'SCic ( RA \ )ack orotind Report 1w,"

S %laV, 1P^w 1: Itoted in \Villianm Rcisinc'cr. I Tat I uropean lihttr\ I \ncn"diiTnesC
in tlfe I') 0 (olh feet ( ;ood or Blai 11nn Offer.", ru!'i~!( oi~zKo
Volumne 37 no. I (Witer I 9N 3), p. 150M.
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Third, the economic position of the GDR in the communist bloc creates no

little influence vis-a-vis the other COMECON members. East Germany and the Soviet

Union are the most important trading partners to each other (40% of total GDR trade

in the 1980's). Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary are, respectively, East Germany's

third, fourth, and fifth most important economic clients; accounting for over

one-fourth of the total East German trade. 100 Bulgaria, Romania, and Cuba add

another 5 percent. 10 1 The economic relations with her Eastern neighbors also bring

political benefits to the GDR:

Indeed, the economic development of the GDR is closely related to its
development as a "junior partner" of' t Soviets. This relationship has enhanced
the GDR's prestige in Eastern Europe

Lastly, the location of the GDR on the "front line" of communism provides

both strategic importance for the pact as well as influence through its ability to interact

with the West (both economically and politically).

Thus, for political-ideological, military, economic, and geographic reasons, the

GDR is a key element in the plans and policies of the Soviet bloc, serving both Soviet

and East German national interests:

Leading party officials of both the CPSU and the SED seem to view monolithic
bloc unitv as indispensable. The USSR sees the universal acceptance of' its own
leading r6le at stake. The East Germans, on the other hand. regard the solidarity
of' the Eastern camp as essential to compensate fo,,,jheir exposed and, iii
comparison with the Federal Republic, inferior position. -

The SED's influence in Eastern Europe has been seen only rarely as

autonomous policy; that is, autonomous vis-a-vis the USSR. These actions have

mirrored legitimacy and stability concerns. To demonstrate that L S goals Iunction in

East German foreign policymaking for Eastern E-urope, I will concentrate on two

major crises in the Soviet bloc: the Czechoslovakian situation IcLIding to the

lCO°The second major trading partner is the FRG.

101C. Bradley Scharf, Politics and Chang,,e ini Estert lur,,c, p. 17".

1° 2Arthur M. Ilanhardt, Jr., "The German Democratic Republic. " in ,erc;a
Rakowska-l larmstone, CommunisnI in Easteri lEurope Iloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1984), pp. 155-156.

0 3Gerhard Wettig, Community and Colfict In the Socialist Ca n, (New York: St.
Martin's Press, 1974), . 130.
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Soviet-Warsaw Pact invasion in 1968 and the Polish crisis of 1980-81. These two cases

will be examined in the context of the legitimacy/stability matrix in order to verify that

legitimacy and stability goals did indeed act as policy determinants.

2. Czechoslovakia- 1968
In January 1968 first secretary of the Czechoslovak Communist Party (CPCS),

Antonin Novotny, was replaced by Alexander Dubcek, beginning what was to be called

the "Prague Spring." Promising liberalization and democratization of society, Novotny

introduced modest reforms while pledging loyalty to the USSR. Political life soon

awakened again in Czechoslovakia where communist and non-comnunist alike

participated in the public debate over continued refbrrns within Czech society.

The impact of this domestic upheaval upon Prague's foreign policy became

evident in February 1968 in Budapest where a comnunist consultative meeting was

held. This meeting revealed evidence of bloc disunity when the "hard-liners" (Soviets,

East Germans,and Poles) issued statements supporting the creation of legal, binding

documents to suppress the increasing nationalist tendencies in the socialist camp. In

addition, these nations denounced the People's Republic of China for socialist

deviation. 0 4 As a result of disagreement over this line of discussion, and criticism from

the Syrian delegate over her internal policies, Romania walked out of the meeting on

29 February. 105 Czechoslovakia openly supported these Romanian positions -- a

complete turn-around from the strict adherence to bloc policy during the latest Middle
East war in 1967. But more importantly, the Czechs supported certain West German

positions on Ostpolitik, contributing to East German rhetoric which blamed the F RG

for "capitalist intervention" in Czechoslovakia's internal affairs.

Liberalism in Czechoslovakia spread rapidly throughout the society, thercby

threatening the entire communist system. In March, Novotny was forced to relinquih

his remaining political office as head of state. Public expression of non-communist

104This was a tactic introduced by I lonecker in line with his belief that the (PSI
was the only true leader of' world COmmllnunism: see I leinz Lippn an. I,',('r/kcr and i,,
.New Politic. of Europe (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1972). p. 205.

105 Romania had increasinelv become the maverick in the Soviet bloc itle th c
removal of Soviet troops in the-Il950's. By the late 190's. and alter the Sino-Sos ict
split, the Romanians possessed close ties \with the PRC while, at the same tillc. tlic',
limited cooperation with the other communist states in Eastern E:urope. I1,2
Romanians reduced their military contributions and prevented both exerciscs ind troor
movements on their territory by Warsaw Pact forces. They were not i0d ,'
important meetings such as thdse where military interventi6n could be discueCd.
lherefbre, any sdpport by the Czechs for the Romanian position waS an dILt o1
"disloyalty" atd, consequetitly, disconcerting to the Soviets.
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opinions increased throughout March and spread into Poland where students and

intellectuals cooperated in public demonstrations. 10 6 In response, on March 23 a

Warsaw Pact meeting was held in Dresden. In the course of the discussions Dubcek

gave assurances to all of the members present (Romania had not been invited) that any

reforms would not endanger Czechoslovakia's road to socialism. The Dresden meeting

was believed to be called at the insistence of Poland and the GDR:

This preference for a multilateral approach in dealing with Czechoslovakia could
be assumed to reflect the serious concern of Llbricht and Gomulka, particularly
in view of,,poves in Czechoslovakia, beginning in mid-March, to end press
censorship.

Lifting of the media ban significantly enhanced the role of the press,

television, and radio as they became "tools for democratization." The SED became

even more concerned, to say the least, as the GDR now was faced with dangerous

broadcasts from two bordering countries (Czechoslovakia and West Germany).

Increasingly severe criticism of the Soviet style of communism came to be

commonplace in the Czechoslovakian press.

The German Question became important almost from the outset of the

"Prague Spring" as the SED and the other Warsaw Pact countries placed blame for any

counterrevolution in Czechoslovakia squarely on the West Germans. Similarly, East

Germany stepped up its attacks on Czechoslovakia for any scmblence of pro-Western

orientation. Even after the communique i-sued during the Dresden meeting (which had

expressed bloc confidence in the Czechoslovak proletariat,s ability to protect

socialism), the East Germans continued criticism. 10 8 In response, the Czechs issued

official protests to the East German government, especially emphasizing that the SI)D

should not possess a monopoly on policy with Bonn. East Germany by this time had

already taken unilateral actions by halting East German tourist trips to Czechoslovakia

and cancelling Czech-German newspaper subscriptions.10 9 East Germany's fear of

liberalization in any form gradually manifested itself in her foreign policy.

1P6bh fTrcv Simon Cohesion and Dissension in Eastern Europe (New York: Praeger

Publishers, 1983), p. 41.
l07 Edwina Moreton, East Germany and the Warsaw Alliance, p. 76.
1 08See complete text in R.A. Remington, Winter in Prague (Cambridge,

Massachusetts: M.I.T. Press, 1969), pp. 55-57.

"09 bid., p. 75.
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The publication of the summary of the Czechoslovak "Action Program" on 5

April added fuel to the fire as new challenges to the communist status quo in Eastern

Europe beame apparent. Titled Czechoslovakia's Road to Socialism, it called for

greater autonomy in military and foreign affairs arenas, increased civil and personal
freedoms, and greater inclusion of non-conununist entities in governmental affairs.1 10

At the beginning of May, Dubek flew to Moscow for high level discussions

over both the reform situation and Czech requests for Soviet financial loans. At the

conclusion of this meeting, other WTO members, this time excluding both

Czechoslovakia and Romania, converged on Moscow. From this time on (after 11

May) an escalatory press campaign against Czechoslovakia was unleashed by the

Soviet Union, East Germany, and Poland. East Germany ranted over the Berlin issue

and accused West Germans and Americans of smuggling troops into Czechoslovakia.

It was in May, also, that a secret memorandum had been circulated within the SED

calling for armed intervention.1 11

After on-again, off-again criticism from the Warsaw Pact media, the famous

"2000 words manifesto" was published on June 27 in a Czech newspaper calling for

even greater reform and signed by 70 prominent citizens. Soviet and East German

suspicions increased dramatically as a result.

In July another multilateral conference convened in Warsaw where Ulbricht

was also instrumental in issuing an ultimatum to Dubcek in the "Warsaw Letter." 112

The Czechs themselves were blamed for the counterrevolutionary tendencies in their

country and were compared to leaders in Hungary in 1956. Clearly, this was a warning

to Dubcek. By 1 August, however, in a meeting at Cierna nad Tisou on the

Soviet-Czech border, an agreement was reached with the Soviets and ratified at

Bratislava on 3 August by the six involved members of the WTO. It seemed for the

time-being that the crisis had subsided.

The event which apparently pushed the Soviets to invade occurred on 10

August when the Czechoslovak draft party statutes were published. If adopted in

September by the upcoming CI'CS Party Congress, the sacrosanct principle of

1 l 0Jeffrey Simon, Cohesion and Dissension in Eastern Europe, p. 43.

" See F. Feito. "Moscow and Its Allies," Problems (_f Communism
(November-December 1968), p. 36.

112 Jiri Valenta Soviet Initervention in Czc'uhslovakia, 196S: ,.tatonn' of a Decision
(Baltimore and London: The Johns I lopkins University Press, 1979), p. 55.
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democratic centralism was to be discarded. Before this could occur, the Warsaw Pact

invaded on 20 August with East German troops actively involved (the first and only

time East German soldiers have been used outside of the GDR in bona fide military

operations). 113 Edwina Moreton notably discusses the East German pressures on the

Soviets which contributed to this final invasion:

The decision to invade was the final outcome of a series of pressures on the
Soviet leaders. Their immediate concern, however, was to preserve the leading
role of a Moscow-oriented communist partv within Czechoslovakia. This hacl
been clearly expressed in the Warsaw ultimatum to Dubcek, and corresponded,
too, to the interests of Poland and East Germany. This concern over domestic
developments was obviously also linked with concern For the possible spill-over
eflfect of the reform movefient both within the Soviet Union and within other
East European States, particularly Poland. The two principal factors influencing,
the Soviet assessment of' the sit'uation appeared to be the freedom of debatZ
following the de facto abolitionN"f censorship and proposal to modify the
principle of democratic centralism.hpo

The actual influence of Ulbricht on the final Soviet decision to invade was

greater than any other Soviet ally; however, the total impact of his stance was

probably limited. More importantly, his urgings contributed to the "interventionist"

faction in the Soviet policymaking arena. 115 David Childs surmnarizes Ulbricht's

concerns:

There was speculation at the time that Walter Ulbricht had played a major role
in the decision to invade Czccholovakia. He certainly saw the "Prague Sprina" as
a threat to himsclf and possibly the SED. Even bWfore Dubcek took over: the
SEL) had had its eve on revisionist circles" in Prazue. About half a million East
Germans went fof their holidays in Czechoslovakia in 1968; the fear was that
thev we ild be inf'ected by the Pra-ue virus. Certainly Llbricht could talk to the
NMdsc leaders as one who ha5 a wealth of experience in the Communist
moveiiient and as the head of an important member of' the Warsaw Pact. But
Moscow knew of Ulbricht's weaknesses, Is well as his strengths and it is unlikely,
therefore, that his opion was decisive.

1 3Althouch there were onlh two East German divisions enuaced in rural areas.
their use prove'd to the world that the NVA could (and was "willing to) be used
effectively in a foreign country.

114Edwina Moreton, East Germany andI the Warsaw Alliance, pp. 78-79.
115For an excellent discussion of the decisionmaking process resulting in the

military intervention in Czechoslovakia, see Jiri Valenta, AInatomy,, ofa Decision.
1l 6 David Childs, "7e GDR: Moscov's German ,lIII (London: George Allin and

Unwin, 1983), p. 79.
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According to Jiri Valenta, Ulbricht may have believed that a ilitary intervention

could delay or stop a Soviet-West German rapprochement which became evident in

Brandt's Ostpolitik of the mid- 1960's. 117

Whether or not Llbricht and the SED influenced the Soviets to intervene in

Czechoslovakia is not as important as the hostile nature of their foreign policy posture

vis-a-vis Czechoslovakia and the West. The future stability and legitimacy of the

regime seemed to be precariously linked with the Czech system -- a system which

recently had been so similar to that in the GDR.

Again, the East German attitudes toward the situation leading up to the

Soviet invasion can also be explained through legitimacy,,stability goals. (see Figure

4.4):

1. National identity goals were influential in motivating East German policies
toward CzechosIovakia. The appearance of CzechosFovakia's preflerence for
greater liberalization and hence closer ties with the West in general, and the
FRG in particular, could only place doubts into the minds of East German
citizens about the nature of the East German "nation." Access to Western
media enabled the average East German to view a similar communist country
struggling to become increasinglv Western in its attitude -- an attitude which
grew ever closer to West Genian values and which, therefore, created the
perception that the German nation in the West might be the most credible of
the two. After all, if the Czechs who had been such loyal socialists were now
turninu to the West Germans to aid in solving their' problems, how could
Germans in the GDR ignore the other Dcutschlan?

2. Sovereignty goals motivated East German actions mainly through the perceived
danger *thit West Germany could undermine the GDR's position as the
reco-nizcd Germlai state in {he Soviet bloc. At this time, Eastern Euro e was
thc 6nlv international environment in which the GDR was regarded leu, and
diplomniticalhv as a true nation-state. Any appearance bf East -(idrman
iniluence in' the final policies undertaken' in Czechoslovakia served to

- demonstrate that the Gi)R was a nation which could affect the politics of the
powerful W\ arsaw Pact. One way to attain this was to appear even more
reactionary than the Soviets in th hope that Last German opinions would be
evident in'ultimate pact policy (apart from the real concerns the SEI) had for
tile spreading liberalism). At the same time, any permanent relbrm in
Czechoslovakia could bring a leadership to poweIr that would be more
sympathetic to Bonn, further isolating the GI)R in the world and confirming
the overall international vicw that West Germany was the only credible (OCrlafi
state.

3. Dancers to ideolouical goals were probably one of the paramount concerns of
Ulbnicht and the other SIl) leadership. Last Germans could see from Czech
and West Germlan meCLda thalt N0arxism-fiLeninismn wa-,s I'ailing in a fraternal
socialist state. This could set a very dangerou s precedent, qsl-eciallv sIice thle
legitnacy problems of the GI)R reim existed at two levels: the uiovernment
an d the stalce (unlike Czechoslovaki& which was confronted with anfillecitimate
government only). The contagion of'the rcbrms evident in the "Praue'Sprine"
was perhaps the' greatest threAt to the IFast German regime. providinu,, the mna6r
lmpetu.s 1'or L lbricht's Interventionist pleadings, lhis dangcr was made e\cn
more credible with tile Polish unrest in , larch1968. Ihe triditionallh parai:oid

I lrJiri Valenta, Anatomy, p. 25.
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L/S GOALS*
HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (LZS) Motivations
In GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which,
if attained would contribute to the overall perception
of a separate East German national heritage and cu ture.
Policy Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend credence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the GDR as a new and viable nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.

3. Ideology goals are met by advocating the inherent
rightness' of the East German social and politicalsys em.

Policy Example: The policy of controlled emigration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economic
growth, standard of livlng, welfare, etc.
olicy Example: official help in increasing reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.4 East German Motivations in Czcchoslovakia: 1968.
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SED could not tolerate the thought of a successful democrati7ation of a
socialist neiehbor; the result Z could most assuredly become a
counterrevoluionary epidemic destabilizing the teetering level 6f legitimacy for
the SED.

4. Social policy was also affected because of the loss of trade that could occur if
Czechoslovia turned to the Vest For her economic health. As mentioned
before, Czechoslovakia was the tlird largest trading partner for East Germany.
but more importantv, this trade 1qxc&eded the total trade with all othier
non-Soviet COMECON countries. , In addition, closer Czech ties with the
FRG as a result of the liberal policies could possibly take away from GI)R
trade with Bonn. iese inter-bloc and extra-bloc eccnonic rossibilitics could
negativelv aftct the East German economy, consume.- satisfaction, and hence
doinestic'legitimacy and stability.

Given these concerns by the SED leadership, it seems extremely plausible that

Ulbricht would apply considerable pressure upon the Soviets to militarily intervene in

Czechoslovakia to reestablish the former state of affairs to protect the communist

status quo in Eastern Europe.

3. Poland 1980-81

In the summer of 1980, it became evident that the economic policies of

Edward Gierek, the head of the Polish United Workers' Party (PUIWP), and his

toleration for political dissent combined to endanger the stability of the Polish

government. However, the Soviet leadership considered Gierek an old and trusted

leader. They tended to do anything possible to keep him in power, even after warnings

from the Soviet ambassador to Poland and other internal sources reported a very

unstable situation. There had been periodic strikes in July because of the rise in meat

and meat-product prices, and in August, a giant sit-down strike occurred at tile Lenin

shipyards at Gdansk, the site of a violent confrontation in the workers' riots of

1970.119 Over the next few weeks and months, workers, students, and intellectuals

united in demanding genuine trade unions, the right to strike, higher wages, lower

staple prices, and other economic concessions from the government. From this initial

unrest, the demands grew to include a general liberalization of the regime including, , tle

lifting of press censorship, increased civil liberties, and the release of political prisoners

.lleter .lud/, D/e Gernan Democratic Rcpublic from M/e Sixties to t/e Seventies
(New York: AIS Press, 1970), p. 73.

llglhe 1970 riots were also trigzered by increased prices of meat (as well as
vodka) and served to toppie the lolisifrcadcrsfi jp under WlVadvslaw (iomulka. Andrzej
Korbonski aruties that .. .the overthrow of' (omulka in December 1970 rep.rcsentcd
not only 't crisisis of' leitimacv and penctration but also a crisis of' participatiuon., and
that in tis respect it ifustrated rather well the notion of mass politicization leadine to
social frustration and political instability because of the absence of' channcls for
meaningful participation. See .\ndrzej K rbonski, "Poland", in Communism in :a.stc'u
Europe, edited by Ieresa Rakowska-l larirmstonc. p.
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(as in Czechoslovakia-1968). By September, many of these requests had been

addressed, or at least acted upon in a positive way.

The new free labor trade union, Solidarity, soon became the leading voice in

the battle for liberalization and encompassed over nine million members within the

following months, while the communist party and trade unions lost membership.120

Protests and work stoppages continued in the wake of the government concessions and

Gierek was himself dismissed in September. His successor, Stanislaw Kania, was faced

with an economic reform movement which now possessed a political momentum. This

in itself could easily cause a repeat performance of the Czechoslovak invasion of 1968.

However, because of the size of the Polish population, the historical legacy of Polish

armed resistance, and the economic costs of a possible Soviet occupation of the

country (especially in the wake of the Afghanistan imbroglio), Soviet intervention was

unlikely if any possibility of a peaceful solution to the situation remained (but Soviet

intentions were not readily apparent to the West at this time). Throughout the rest of

the year, Kania was faced with growing hostility from the Kremlin, through the press

and diplomatic pressure behind the scenes. In addition, the Soviets increased militarv

activity near Poland's borders. Kania found himself wedged between the Soviet Union

and Solidarity.

East Germany's main response to the labor unrest in Poland in the fall of

1980 was a reassertion of control on the domestic front, a press campaign against

Polish liberalism, and an increased demarcation (an emphasized return to Abgrenzung).

Arthur I lanhardt noted in a contemporary article:

The events in neiehborinev Poland w iere weigihtv in the decision to pursue GI)Rdemarcation poli-cs witrl ereatcr vi-or. lIeIMents o1 the "Polish disease" are
present in the iI)R: there arc uptvard pressures on domestic prices held
artilicially low I) SI I) policy, alon,_ vith internal dissent and dissatisiaction.Moreover. the S11) is in fhe position 'f havine to worry about two "i outs." 1 he
dancers fror ,,Westcrn influence are coMpourided by possible infection from the
l .oli1h East. -

12°Adam I'larm, Danpcrous Rclalin (New York and Toronto: Oxford University
Press, 19S3), p. 279.

121Arthur M. I lanhardt, .Tr., "'lie (Jermaurs and the Superpowers: A Return to
Cold War?" Current liwaziv (.\pril I)SI ), pp. 1.S, 17Q.
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The strikes and demonstrations in July and August were initially ignored in

the East German press; the media were not sure how to tactically express the situation

in Poland when the citizenry could see or hear the events on Western news programs.

Also, since it was not ideologically possible to have strikes in socialist countries, there

developed another dilermna in the attempt to explain the Polish situation. Not until

August 27 did the East Germans provide any news to its population, which appeared

as a reprint of a Tass article in Neues Deutschland. This article accused foreign

interventionists for the Polish delemma, somewhat similar to the rhetoric during the
"Prague Spring."

The ouster of Gierek under implications of high level corruption, combined

with Western hints of similar circumstances in the GDR leadership, threatened the

image of the SED and, more importantly, increased the paranoia in the Party. Polish

demands for independent labor unions were countered by the East German regime as

anti-socialist and counterrevolutionary because the Solidarity movement was a direct

threat to SED labor unions and hence the regime. Not surprisingly, the East German

government sided with the Soviets.

Internal control of the population was tightened:

EAST BERLIN, Oct. 28: East Germany today announced severe restrictions on
travel to and from Poland in a move that followed this country's cutback of1
communications with West Germany and virtually shaled I / million East
Germans off from their neighbors to b6th East and Vizst. -

Just two weeks prior to this crackdown on travel to the east, the GDR had drastically

raised the amount of currency that Western visitors to the GDR. were required to

exchange. Customs controls were also tightened along the Polish-GI)R border to

further discourage Polish travel to East Germany and vice versa. In November, rail

traffic between the two countries was curtailed following East German press attacks on

Lech Walesa, the Polish labor leader. 123 Thus, the conflagration sweeping Poland

reemphasized the SED's traditional problems: the absence of legitimacy at home as

highlighted by events abroad in a similar socialist system. After all, East Germany had

122"East Germany to Limit Travel Across Polish Borders," The Vew York Times,
October 29, 1980, p. A'I1.

123 'East Germans Curtail Rail i'raflic to Poland and Demand l.oyalty," The .Ncw
York Times, November 27, 1980, p. 11.
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a difficult enough time limiting the liberalizing influences from the West without
worrying about threats from the socialist "family."

In other actions, the SED publicly echoed the Soviet line of criticism in

regards to Poland and exploited domestic anti-Polish prejudices to camouflage the cost

,1 of possible losses in raw material and economic aid. The latter could occur if the
Soviets were forced to bolster the Polish economy.124 These prejudices were indeed real

as evidenced by the relief many East German citizens exhibited after the travel

restrictions were issued -- relief resulting from resentment over shopping sprees by

Polish tourists in East German stores (which had become commonplace before the

labor strikes at Gdansk). 125 Although these prejudices were on the SED's side, the

regime continued to display concern over the events in Poland.

In December, East Germany made threatening moves on the border with

Poland by restricting troops to garrison and towns, cancelling leaves, and introducing

alert conditions.126 As the tension in Poland continued into the new year, East

Germany began issuing large numbers of exit permits to unwanted individuals:

It sent home some 22,000 Polish guest workers employed in East Germany,
including one group of techn qians who, it was reported, had attempted fo
establish a branch ol'Solidarity. -

Polish artists seen with Solidarity badges were expelled and increased measures were

taken against any type of anti-socialist behavior or counterrevolutionary activity. This

illustrated the fears of the SED that potential unrest in the GDR was never far under

the surface, even in the midst of traditional biases against the Poles.

In February 19S1, Kania met with 1-lonecker in East Berlin where agreements

of "fundamental and far-reaching significance" were supposedly concluded. I lonecker

reiterated "solidarity with the Polish comrades in their striving to strengthen socialism

124 East Germany also suffered from the falling Polish coal production and
declining Polish exports resulting from the strikes.

12 5Michael MacQueen, "Plish-last German Tourism: A% Thwarted End to a

Ilopeful Experiment," Radio Free Europe Research (RAD Backgzround Report 109. 11
July 1980).

126"East Germany Restricting Troops," The New York Times, December 16, 1980,p. 1,4.

127Jan B. Wevdenthal. Bruce I). Porter, and Kevin Devlin. The Polish Drama:
1980-1982 (Lexington, Massachusetts and Toronto: Lexington Books, 1983), p. 157.
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and the party in order to bring the country out of the crisis-ridden situation."'128 For

the next few months the SED railed against counterrevolutionary forces in Poland as

Solidarity continued to build support. A Der Spiegel report in April reported:

The SED leadership as before suggests hard action to end the crisis in Poland.
Party chief Erich Honecker said iFiTebruarv: "The experience of the GDR with
couriterrevolutionaries shows that one must act not merely p oliticalh'. but also
militarily." . . . At the Moscow summit meeting of the East bloc on 5-December
19S0 ronecker had suggested a quick Soviet interventin *111 Poland. The
chairman of' thc GDR §ate Council made another attqmp 2 ' late March to
prompt the Polish Communist Party leadership to take action.

The most serious reaction to the Polish crisis in 1981 was the series of military

preparations begun in September: mobilization of reserves and militia (Kampfgrup'pen),

concentration of railway resources for troop transport, and establishment of possible

new units. This must have placed greater pressure on the Kania government to stop

the further erosion of the authority of the party.

Therefore, by the time martial law was imposed in Poland during December

1981, the GDR had undertaken a series of steps to reduce the spread of the "Polish

Virus" into East Germany since August 1980. These are summarized below:

1. Initial silence was maintained to coordinate and develop a media strategy
vis-a-vis inlbrmation 'rom the West.

2. Blame was then placed on "foreign interventionists" as the cause of the
anti-socialist events occurring in Pollnd.

3. The policy of demarcation (Abgrenzun.) was reemphasized through reformed
currency requirements used to reduce contacts from West Germany.-

4. Travel restrictions, curtailment of rail traffic. and customs controls wereimplemented on the Polish border to limit "inf'ection" from the East.

5. Press attacks were stepped up against leech Walesa and the Solidarity
movement to discredit them as unpatriotic and troublemakers duped b -
capitalist forces.

6. The historical anti-Polish biases of the East German people were exploited to
limit what liberal ideas mieht reach the population. I his tended to brand an'
anti-socialist behavior as ifianifested in Poland as Polish, not East German. anrd
therefore undesirable.

7. In December 1980, troops were restricted to garrisons which served to
intimidate the Kania regmce.

8. l.arge numbers of lPolish citizens, artists, and visitors in the GDR were deported
or. persuaded to leave in order to reduce their contact with East (German
citizens.

!,,.\eucs Deutschland, 22 February 1981, p. 2, in FBIS (Eastern Europe), 25
February 1981, p. 1: 3.

129 Der Spiegel, 13 April 1981, p. 14, in FBIS (Eastern Europe). 13 April 1981.
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9. Internal suppression of any signs of dissent and counterrevolutionary activity
was stepped up.

10. An ideology of "social harmony" was propagated by courtinc the SED party
affiliated trade unions and increAsed non-S'IEYparty activities. TFhis was used tb
move the people closer" to the state and, prove to the average East German

that his interests were being looked after. a

11. Lastly, in the months before the declaration of martial law. hints of military
action as seen in the extensive preparations in September 19SI placed furth&
pressure on the Kania regime to solve its problems.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the L. S goals which-'were active in the East German

reactions to the Polish crisis. These motivations seem to be very similar to those at

work in the Czechoslovakian crisis twelve years earlier:

1. National identity goals were important in determining East German actions
toward Poland. As in Czechoslovakia. Western tmedia were showingZ
information sooner than East German media. Consequently. another socialist
ally was portrayed as moving closer to the West. lhis discredited Fast
Gdrmanv vis-a-vis the FRG. In res onse, the return to ,,rc,,:uui, served to
reemphasize differences between the Rvo Germanies in additi6n to insulatinl the
public From liberal ideas. Unoflicial concentration on the theme of Polish
inferioritv indicated the superior nature of' East Germany, underscoring a sense

of pride in being a GDR citizen.

2. There was little or no pressure placed upon the Soviet leadership to militarily
intervene in Poland ait least ofthe same level as 196S. I owever, East Gerinah
actions seemed to he derived From concerns For possible damage to ()R
sovereignty. These policies were seen in SI 1) statements accusing -the West of
intervei'in, in Polish internal aflairs. stressing the "rightness" of 'socialism (the
GDR) b discr:editing capitalism (the FRG). All -actions appeared to be
independent, therefbr maintaining, and possibly enhancing_, Last German
autonomy vis-a-vis the Soviet Unioi.

3. Motivation of policy due to pursuit of ideological goals was probably the most
important factor in This crisis. Again. Marxisiln-Leiinism seemed to be falterinin a similar socialist country. Ehe 'Polish Virus" was a local dancer to th
GDR reime whose attempts to insulate Last German citizens were aimed at
preventineT the contagion from spreading. Events were occuring in lPolanJ
which. a~cordinc to communist docma, were not supposed to ha pen: strikes
were commonpl-ace and the central-authoritv of the PU\W1 was disappearine.)Jost of' the last German policies durine the Polish crisis were in reaction to
dangers threatening the ideological foundaiYtions of SE-) rule.

4, Social coals were not as import, nt as in the C/echoslovak crisis. Although
Polandwas the Fourth larcest tradine partner of last Germany, the other 17S
Qoals seemed to take prcc&lence. Iii 'Tact. the apparent popular support for the
closin,,e, of' the border with Poland (which preventeP olish tourists fron
dlepletin- relatively well-stocked stores in the GI)R) would appear to have
improve'd consumnr welf"are by eliminatine a cause of shortacs in certain areas.
I lowever. the loss of' encru, and raw'miaterials would have balanced any
positive ains in that respect, as did the West German currFjjcx requirements
which ctt down on the number of visitors from the West.. 'Overall, social
goals were not adversely all'ected nor did they ,o far in motivating Last Gcrman
actions relative to Polaid.

130 See La Figaro, 31 October 1981, p. 3. in 13IS (Eastern lurope), 4 November
1981, p. I 5

131 \Vest Germans were regular sources of' Western gif'ts and hard currenc\ For
thousands of Last Germans.
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L/S GOALS*
HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (L/S) Motivations
Ih GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which
if attained would contribute to the overall perception
of a separate East German national heritage and culture.
Policy Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend credence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the GDR as a new and viable nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.

3. Ideology goals are met by advocating the inherent"rightnessl of the East German social and politicalsystem.
Policy Example: The policy of controlled emigration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economicl
growth, standard of living, welfare, etc.
Policy Example: official help in increasing reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.5 Thc G)R and the 'olish Crisis: I G9O-S I.
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If this analysis holds true, then the matrix again indicates that East German

foreign policy reactions to the Solidarity movement in Poland were indeed influenced

by legitimacy and stability concerns. The temporary instability created when policies

were implemented -- policies such as more restricted freedoms and movement of East

German citizens -- were accomplished to maintain what gains in domestic legitimacy

the SED had, to date, attained.

C. THE GDR IN THE THIRD WORLD

East Germany possesses extensive ties with a number of countries of the Third

World. At times there have been over 22 individual states outside Europe considered

East German clients -- clients such as Algeria, Angola, Ethiopia, Mozambique, South
Yemen, India, Syria, and Brazil. Other relationships in the Third World have includcd

(or presently include) Namibia, Zimbabwe (Rhodesia), Iraq, Libya, Nigeria.

Brazzaville, Guinea-Bissau, and, possibly, Nicaragua. During the Grenada invasion in

1983, documents linking the SED with technical and military assistance in that nation

were captured, 132 and East German weapons, military advisors, and equipment have

been recently reported in Kampuchea.1 33

The GDR's presence in these countries is largely explained as a part of the

"international division of labor" inherent in the Soviet bloc, and East Germany's

actions have closely followed Soviet initiatives in this regard. Melvin Croan writes:

East German activities have been closely tailored to the needs of Soviet policy, of
which they must be regarded an inteiral part. Indeed, the GDR's 'ubstahtial
presence dn the Afi'carf continent todaiv would be all 3but inconceiacie without
the Kremlin's prior approval, if not, explicit direction. 1 '*

In the case of Third World involvement then, East German policies mirror Soviet

policies. There are at least four reasons why the GDR adopts this Soviet position in

the Third World:

32.liri Valenta and I lerhert Ellison, chairmen, Soviet Cuban Stratezv 1 the Third
11World IJ.ier Grenade: Toward the Preventiot, oJI"'utre Grenadalas (\Vasliington. ).C.:
Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies and U.S. Naval l ostgraduitc School.
August 1984).

133"Khmer Rebels Say East Germans Aid Vietnamese," Christian Science
Monitor, 5 March 1984, p. 2.

134 Mclvin Croan, "A New Afrika Korps?" The Washington Quarterly 3 (Winter
1980), pp. 21-22.
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I. This posture reinforces the importance of the SED to the Kremlin as a valuable

ally, thus providing greater flexibility in other policvmaking environments
vis-a-vis the Soviet Lnion (i.e., inter-German relationis, trade, and economic
policies).

2. Third World involvement increases the international legitimacy (and hence
domestic legitimacy) of the GDR.

3. These relations enable the GDR to compete with West German influence in the
international arena, emphasizing East German national identity.

4. Lastly, these policies allow greater access to economic benefits since the Third
World provides sources of raw materials and markets for East German goods.
aiding in satisfying consumer demands in the GDR.

Therefore, the GDR is a willing participant in the developing world for reasons of its

own, and legitimacy and stability influence these special interests.

After international recognition of the GDR in the early 1970's and the realization

of the need to limit Western influence following detente, massive integration of foreign

policies with the Soviet Union and other Eastern European states occurred. This

served to limit further sacrifices of SED interests in the pursuit of closer relations with
the West:

With the partial reopening of the "national question." the SED so'.ieht
psychological reassurance through renewed refuie in Moscow-centered "socialist
inernatidn;dlsm," which had long served its rinking elite as a kind of ersatz
patriotism.

At the same time, detente provided more flexibility for the SED in foreign policy

because of the growth of oflicial activities resulting from diplomatic recognition (thus

aiding in the realization of closer contacts with the developing countries of the world).

Therefore, as Fast Germany played the part of a Soviet proxy in the Third WVorld.

increased opportunities to satisfy its own legitimacy and stability needs also became

apparent, providing another means to solidify S.1) control and prestige. Interactions

with countries in South America, the Middle East, and especially Africa continue to
enable the regime to gain some benefits in this regard.

I. Roles

East German roles in the Third World can be divided into four major areas:

military, economic, ideological, and diplomatic. NIilitarilv, the 1ast Germans providc

both equipment and personnel, and, in the case of" Africa, are second only to Cuba in

providing advisory and support troops to socialist-oriented regimes. 136 There are an

35 1bid., p. 23.
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estimated 2,500 to 4,500 military personnel operating in approximately a dozen

countries with over 1500 in Africa alone -- a new "Red Afrika Korps" (see Table 3). In

the early 1980's the GDR was spending an estimated S20 million annually in military

aid to the Third World.137 The GDR has also built upon its reputation for efficiency in

organizing and training security forces and has taken advantage of this to gain

influence with leaders of emerging countries. This East German security expertise is

utilized extensively in countries such as South Yemen, Ethiopia, Mozambique, and

Libya. In other military assistance programs, East German cadres reportedly assisted

troops in the Ethiopian civil war, and the NVA constructed military airfields in

Tanzania; training facilities in India; provided trained communication personnel in

Laos, Nigeria, Libya, and Angola; and trained guerrillas in Mozambique (and within

the GDR itself). Some sources blame the East Germans for the invasion of Zaire's

Shaba province in May 1978, which caused international excitement. 138

Economically, the GDR is interested in the Third world for rich sources of oil,

raw materials, and markets for its growing consumer economy. It spends upwards of

S300 million annually in economic assistance in these developing countries to keep

trade open. Sales of East German machinery, fertilizers, chemicals, and vehicles

sometimes often produce a positive trade balance and provide sources of hard currency.

Consequently, the SED leadership identifies potential trading partners based upon: (1)

political stability of the particular government; (2) the client's need for production

technology and transportation; (3) its existence as a strong source of food. raw

materials, and other goods needed in the GDR; (4) its capability to absorb East

German products; and (5) a demonstrated independence from the West.

Ideologically, the GDR trains party cadres, liberation groups, intelligence

services, and secret police in these countries in order to further the "progress of

socialism." By backing such groups as the MPLA, the PLO, or SWAPO, the regime

can claim participation in the "liberation of the world from capitalism," thereby

136Cited in "llonecker Cementing Aid and Technology Ties On 4-Nation Trip,"
The Chrisian Science Monitor, 22 February 1979, p. 6.

137Angela Stent, "Soviet Policy Toward the GI)R," p. 48.
138"East Germany: Fronting For Moscow in Africa," Business Week, 24 July

1978, pp. 64-65.
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TABLE IIl

EAST GERMIAN MILIITARY IN THE THIRD WORLD

COUTRY 79-80 81-82 82-83 83-84 84-85 85-86

Angola 1500 800 450 450 500 500

Ethiopia - R 250 550 550 550

PDRY - 100 325 75 75 75

Mozambique - R 100 100 100 lCO

Iraq - - 160 160 160 160

Libya - 1600 400 400 400 400

Algeria - R 250 250 250 250

Guinea - - 125 125 125 125

Syria - R 210 210 210 210

Totals 1500 2500 2270 2320 2370 2370

R= Reported, exact numbers unknown.

SOURCE:
The Military Balance 1985-1986 (London:
International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1986).

heralding the ri-ghtcousness of thc GD)R over the "neo-colonialism and racisim" of the

FRG on an international level. As the mnost imiportanit region of East Gcrmian

influence:

Africa has comei to be regarded as an exce ptionallv promising arena in which to
puse both Last GermnaTiy's rivalry, with West Germiany aiU its "delimnitation'

romt he FRlW toward the greater goal of' fostering a better sense of' thec(31 DR s
disincivepoitical identity, within E~ast Germany itself'.. T'he latter concern

informs the GI) K's presenfation of' itself' to Aifricdi and also liiures, centrally in)
domecstic proLpaganda concerning th2 ( j DR's African encagenie'ht. Both seck to
tportray- the 01I)R as the emibod'inicnt ol' a diIfheeit betfer- (iermianv% that comecs
to Africa with unsullied hands and Selfless motiVes.-

VjcMlvin Croan, "A New iAfrika Korps?" p. 33.
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The Third World relationship provides yet another forum for SED claims to

international legitimacy through diplomatic means. For instance, between 1977 and

1979 at least nine official visits by key East German leaders to African client states

occurred. These diplomatic sojourns served to underscore the importance of the GDR

in the developing world (from the perspective of the average East German). Taking

advantage of traditional respect for Germans in these countries (especially in those

areas historically affected by German efficiency), the SED actually seems to have

surpassed West Germany in Third World influence in Africa. This also provides

another tool to support SED claims as the inheritor of the German nation and German

history.

2. Legitimacy/Stability Motivations

The roles discussed above mirror the legitimacy/stability concerns of the SED

" regime and foster policies in the Third World which address these. Motivations are

summarized below (see Figure 4.6):

1. National identity goals arc served by greater involvement in Third World
countries becauge of the increased opportunities to outperfbrm the West
Germans in assisting in the development of these nations. In addition, East
Germany can claim continuity as the "real" Germany by utilizing historical
German influence in these reions to demonstrate an East Germn national
identity.

2. Sovereignty goals are pursued through the increased sense of international
legitimacv wlich, in turn, influences domestic leeitimacv in the GI)R. The
erfiphasis'placed upon the diElomatic exchanges anZt travel of high level officials
to these countries raises SEI) prestige in the eyes of its subjects. Sovereignty is
expanded and East Germans can take pride in the international rmissions'of the

3. Ideological motivations are again a result of the SED's political inferiority
complex. The East German activity in the Third World points tojv;ard the
"fulfillment of a universal historical mission of chiliastic proportions. Any
East German successes in the Third World can only result in increased
credibility for Marxism-Leninism and hence the SED regiie.

4. Lastly, economic considerations add impetus to East German moves in other
parts of the world. The needs for raw materials, oil new markets, and hard
currency (especially in the wake of' price rises and shortaizcs from Soviet
sources) must be influential in any cost benefit analysis caried out by the
regime. New avenues to satisf\, the growing demands of the East Gdrman
consumer are evident in the developing world. Ironically, the GI, has shown
itself to be the real inheritor of the -ld German colonlalism (rather than the
FRG) as it seeks new markets to exploit outside the Soviet bloc in order to
attain social policy goals.

The matrix once again identifies all four L/S goals as factors in continued

GDR contacts in the Third World. Although East Gcerman policies are closely

connected to Soviet goals in this arena, the national interests of both countries seem to

14°I1bid., p. 34.
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L/S GOALS* HIGH LOW

National Identity X

Sovereignty X

Ideology X

Social Policy X

*Legitimacy/Stability (L/S) Motivations
In GDR Foreign Policy

1. National Identity Goals include those goals which,
if attained would contribute to the overall perce tion
of a separate East German national heritage and culture.
Policy Example: Policies aimed toward recognition
of GDR citizenship would serve to lend credence to the
East German "nation."

2. Sovereignty goals motivate policies which tend to
illustrate the 9DR as a new and viable nation in the
international milieu.
Policy Example: The attempt to convincingly downplay
Soviet penetration and control enhances GDR autonomy and
hence sovereignty.

3. Ideology goals are met by advocating the inherent"rightness' of the East German social and political
system.
Policy Example: The policy of controlled emigration
and limited contact would serve to protect ideological
foundations.

4. Social goals encompass all those policies which
are aimed at maintaining popular support through economic
growth, standard of living, welfare, etc.
Policy Example: official eelp in increasin- reception
of West German television broadcasts in the Eastern
portions of the GDR illustrate social goal motivations.

Figure 4.6 GDR L,'S Motivations in thclrhird World.
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run parallel. As long as these relations provide the SED with the benefits discussed

above, East German activity will continue in the developing world as another means to

build and maintain domestic legitimacy and stability.

D. CHAPTER SUMMARY

These six analyses of East German foreign policy demonstrate the importance of

legitimacy and stability concerns in overall foreign policy formulation by the SED

leadership. Although ultimately controlled by the Soviet Union, the GDR has acted in

its own national interests; more than once conflicting with those of the USSR.

The conflicts over detente, the policy of Abgrenzung, and "Damage Limitation"

(as seen through the L/S perspective) all provide possible understanding for the

Soviet-GDR-West German relationship as it exists even today. The actions taken by

the SED in Czechoslovakia in 1968 and Poland in 1980-81 also illustrate the

importance of legitimacy /stability goals when closely examined. Lastly, East German

involvement in the Third World proves to be another means with which to reduce the

chronic paranoia of the regime and continue the unending quest for acceptance by its

people.
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V. AMERICAN POLICIES AND THE GDR

A. INTRODUCTION
Given the nature of legitimacy and stability as a determinant of both dorriestic

and foreign policies of the SED regime, how does this relationship influence American

policy in the region? To answer this question, this chapter addresses American policies

in Germany (both East and West Germany). The national interest of the United States

as it applies to the GDR is analyzed in terms of its nature as well as its relationship to

the maintenance of East German legitimacy and stability goals. 14 1

First, past American policies in Germany are discussed with emphasis oil the

post-World War II period of the Cold War and the period of detente beginning in the

late 1960's; second, the relationship of American interests to the attainment of L;,S

goals by the SED regime is portrayed and analyzed using a matrix derived from

Donald Neuchterlein's book, National Interest's and Presidential Leadership. 142

Lastly, future U.S. policy options vis-a-vis East Germany are explored.

B. THE HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The mid to late 1940's were watershed years for East-West relations and the

German question as it emerged after the defeat of the Third Reich. During World War

II, the allies had determined to divide Germany into occupation zones for purposes of

administration and military control after the war. In the immediate post-war period,

there seemed to be five possible solutions to the German problem: 143

1. A so-called "Carthacinian Peace" was desired bv broad segments of the
populations of the victorious nations. This entail6d outright annexation and
permanent Allied control of German territories, drastic reparations and
dismantlement, and multinational control of the industrial Ruhr. This option

14 11t must be emphasized that East Germany has acted as a "sub-set" of the
larger East European, Soviet problem for the United States and. therefore, must be
analyzed as such in this chapter. The unique nature of' the GIDR, as well as the
consequent opportunities and constraints ['6r the United States, are important --
however, important only as a part of the overall American etlbrt in its international
relations in the region.

14" ..
2 )onald Neuchterlein 'ational Interests and Presidential Leadership: The

Setting of Priorities (Boulder: Westview P1ress, 1978).

From Klaus Epstein, "The Division of Germany." in The Oriins or the ColdWar, ed. Thomas G. Paterson (Lexinigton: D.C lleath and Comp'any, '1974), pp.
123-125.
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was predicated on continued cooperation between the Soviet Union and the
United States. Another drawback to this alternative was that it could never win
the support of the German people.

2. A second alternative could occur if the United States once again pulled out of
the international arena in a return to isolationism. The Sovied Union would be
allowed full rein in Germany, and the natural, as well as human, resources of
the late great power would become implements of the USSR.

3. Western domination of all of Germany was another possibility:, but could only
be attained in an aggressive campaign of Western military superiority to impose
unfavorable terms upon the Russiaffs. To attain this suiierioritv hoi'vever, tbhcre
would have to occur total cooperation and commitment ainong' the three major
Western powers -- given the condition of post-war Europe, an event extremely
unlikely to develop.

4. The fourth policy option in 1945 was the negotiation of a four-power agreement
on a completely'neutralized Germany. intact and progressing toward autonomv
(as in the Austrian case in 1955). Tlhe growing hostility between the Soviet

'nion and the United States, as well as differcnces in civil, economic, and
political administration in the respective zones, proved this solution to be
unworkable.

5. The final alternative was the partition of Germany along zonal borders. To
accomplish this. American policmakers realized that the western zones would
have to be quickly rehabilitated and integrated into the Western European
community.

Initially, American policies were undertaken to promote cooperation with the

Soviets, reflecting a so-called "Left" view of solutions to the German problem (based

upon the "Carthaginian peace" alternative). 144 These policies proved detrimental to

American interests in Central Europe, however, since American and British zones were

comprised of mainly industrial lands (and the French and Russians possessed

agricultural regions), food was required to be imported while reparations were extracted

for all Allies from these Anglo-American areas. In addition, Germany's war damage

was so extensive that there was little industrial base from which to exact reparations
without even greater destruction of the German economy. It rapidly became evident to

the Americans that this spelled economic ruin for Germany and instability for all of

Western Europe.

With this realization, American policy began to change. An important first step

in the process leading to the division of Germany began in September 1946 when

Secretary of State James Byrnes announced the creation of Bizonia (an economic

fusion of the British and American zones). This reflected the increasing tensions with

144The "Left" consisted of those who believed themselves to be carrying out the
mission on which the United States had embarked in World War I1. lt'tarzeted for
elimination militarism, Junkcrism, big capital, and. naturally, Nazism. (omeselv, the
"Right" desired to utilize Germany in the light against Russia and communism.
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the Soviets.145 A relationship with the Russians had evolvcd where:

Too many diffcrences separated the two sides for them to work together on a
matter so centrally important as Germanv; even when they used the same words,
they could not uridersland each other. A division into tx(o Germanvs would be
preferable to a struecle fbr tl i 6 soul of a united Germany, a contest that might
Well end in a third drld war.

Throughout the spring of 1947, continued Russian intransigence caused a virtual

standstill in negotiations over Germany's fate and further aroused American suspicions

over Soviet intentions in Europe. From then on the evolution of the West German

state and its integration into the Western bloc became the sine qua non for American

policies in Europe. Shortly thereafter the Truman Doctrine was announced and in

June, the three western zones were invited into the Marshall Plan. 147 Then, in July, the

famous Mr. X article, "The Sources of Soviet Conduct", was published in Forei',gn

Afi rs, creating in the process an international sensation.148 All three of these

important events outlined the beginning of an American policy of "containment" in

regards to communism, and the future of Germany was inextricably linked to this
fbreign policy oricntation.

145-lhis announcement came after a Council of Foreign Minister's meetine in
Paris dUrin April and in .June and lulv 1946: where Secrgtarv Bvrnes propos&l a
twenty-five\ear disarmament pact for' Germany as a denibnstration of Allied
solida'ritv. 'he Soviets ( NI olotov) criticized the "inadequacy" of' the plan and
demand(ld the "democratization" of (ermanv in the Soviet seise of' the word). lIe
also reiterated the demand for SI0 billion dollars in reparations and the creation of
four-power control of the industrially rich Ruhr valley. This served to widen the rift
between the two new superpowers. See I lans W. ( ;atzke, GerWahv and the United
Mate': ,.1 Special RlatishiP (Cambridge: Ilarvard lniversity Press, 1980), pp.

158.
1401Daniel Yerain. Shattered Pcace: The Orkiins o/" the Cold IVar and the .'ational

Security State (Bost~n: I loughton MiflinCompariv, 1978), p. 230.
147This plan was to aid in the rccovery of Europe, and was motivated to keepcomnmunism from occurrin,, in the war-rava,-cd terrtories by the inlhsion of'Americanl

"..nioncv.' Int embodtiglh. etience ofthle erU~ITlll Dpt~c o'hich had tb ge n tttligLercdh%
evets n Geec an Trkey,). TIhe NIMarshall plan also proved to be an- immense

Western ILurope (and hencG- opportunities for communism to take hol1). One au'thor
stated, "1 lie Narshall Ilain had been a massive success, and at a cost that represeated
only a tiny fraction of the (i S. national income over the same *our-year period and
was smaller than \Anerica's liquor bill for these same \ears" S' .John Spanicr.
Alerical lorIr',,n I'',cy Since 11 orid l Far II, sixth ed'iton (New York: Iracecr
Iublishers, 1 97.:), p. 53.

ln4X*e author was actually George Kennan, the Foreian Service's foremost
expert on the Soviet ['nion. hc article spelled out the communnist outlook of world
alfairs; definin,, Soviet interests in terms of the inevitahic overthrow of' the capitalist
West. and identif ed the necessity for the Lnitcd States to cotunter this heccmonic
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Thus, the United States entered into a new era in its foreign policy. Although

there appeared to be a tendency to return to the traditional isolationalist posture of the

past (massive demobilization after the war was a good indicator of this), Soviet

intransigence, aggression, and actions in Eastern Europe began to affect both public

and leadership attitudes toward the USSR. The Americans reluctantly recognized that

they were now the leading nation in the world and, as the old colonial empires

crumbled, the traditional European powers could no longer maintain the balance of

power as before. The future of Germany emerged at the center of the struggle between

the two new superpowers in the world, and by 1947 policymakers realized that the

United States was faced with two overriding goals -- to counter Soviet subversion

against a poverty-stricken and war-ravaged Europe and to restore some balance of

power against the USSR (while satisfying France that Germany would not again

threaten her).

From 1947 to 1949, events moved rapidly as both East and West consolidated

their positions in Germany, and these years would prove to be the most decisive in the

history of postwar Germany. The French became the target of American and British

diplomacy to allay French fears of a revitalized Germany, and the February 1948

Czechoslovakian coup served as a further stimulus for Western Europeans and the

Americans to begin seriously working on an acceptable formula for the Western zones

to be merged into a trizonal arrangement (which occurred in 1949). Currency reforms

were undertaken to spur economic recovery in these zones; the first international

confrontation over Berlin occurred; NATO was created as a Western alliance with

twelve signatories in April 1949; and in May, the constitution of the new Federal

Republic of Germany was adopted at a time when elections were occurring in East

Gernany to establish the GDR.

By May 1949, the Americans had thus convinced the French that U.S. presence

in Europe would prevent future German domination of the Alliance and the division of"

Germany had been rendered "permanent." In addition, NATO provided the means to

begin the integration of West Germany into Western Europe to counter Soviet

influence; a divided Germany in the Western sphere of influence was indeed better than

a united Germany under thne control of the USSR. The next few years were devoted to

*ower. Kennan had also authored the "Long Teleerarn" in 1946 as chief of rnission inhe American l-mbassv in Moscow, probably the niost (1mous telegram sent within the
F"orcign Servicc. This" telegram also cxplained the Soviet "outlook' of the world as an
insecure nation.
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preparing the FRG to take greater part in the Alliance and become a major player in

Western Europe.

During this period, American policy toward Germany, as has been briefly

described here, was in large measure determined by Soviet actions; however, there were

other interests involved as well. The United States had concerns for national security,

the maintenance of free enterprise, and possible desires for economic gain in the

rehabilitation of a free Germany and a viable and democratic Western Europe. All of

these interests revolved around the support of a new Germany -- West Germany.

Subsequent U.S. policies toward the GDR during the 1950's were based upon

containment of Communism and support for the Federal Republic of Germany.

Consequently, a position of total non-recognition of East German sovereignty was

embodied in America's participation in the Hallstein Doctrine.14 9 The absence of East

': German legitimacy (as perceived by the United States) was reinforced by the Soviet

interventions during the labor riots in June 1953 and the two Berlin crises (194S and

. 1961).150 In addition, the movement of hundreds of thousands of East German emigres

to the West before the constructior _f the Berlin Wall illustrated the lack of indigenous

support for the regime during this time.

Therefore, American policies were forced to consider the realities of the German

situation in the areas of human rights, political freedom, and the totalitarian aspects of

Marxism in the GDR. At the same time, however, the primary interest of the United

States clearly entailed the maintenance of stability in Central Europe through

preserving the balance of power/status quo and containing the Soviets. Consequently,

support for the West German position was a major factor in official American

positions on reunification, although a unified Germany might not have been a logical

goal ofU.S. policies. 15 1

14 9 As mentioned earlier, this policy served to punish those countries which
recognized or interacted in any positive wax' towards the GI)R. See Chapter IV.

15°For an excellent analysis of the Berlin crises and related American policies. see
I lannes Adorneit, So-iet Risk-'I akin and Crisis Behavior: A PItor'tical and Itnprical
Analysis (London: George Allen and" Unwin, 1982).

151Although U.S. policies, for obvious reasons, outwardly supported
reunification, it is illogical to believe that American olicvmakers truly desired to bring
back a destabilizing powver such as a new and restored Germany inder the curren t
circumstances.
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After the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, both the United States and the Soviet

Uniorn seemed open to East-West dialogue -- dialogue including the German question.

By 1967, the United States perceived advantages in normalizing relations with Eastern

Europe and the Soviet Union. First of all, and possibly most importantly, world

tensions could be relaxed in an atmosphere of increased negotiations; detente could

prove extremely beneficial for the U.S. when viewed in the context of Vietnam, costs of

maintaining troops all over the world, and, above all, the attainment of nuclear parity

with the United States by the Soviets. Second, detente could assure America of future
political, economic, ideological, and cultural influence in the region. Third, closer

contacts could possibly loosen the ties of the Eastern European nations from the

Kremilin and encourage liberalization within the Eastern European regimes. Fourth,
better relations with the Soviet bloc could enable greater trade with these countries.

These motivations taken together were not always compatible and hence created
dilemmas for American policymnaking in the region. The Johnson and Nixon

administrations desired a general lessening of tensions with the Soviets, yet were

constrained by conflicting interests. Alan Jones summarizes the problems facing the

United States in the attempt at opening dialogue with the East:

Characteristically, however, the American problem was one of balancing policy
initiatives in diffierent directions. Under some circumstances diplomatic overtures
in Eastern Europe could well prove dangerous and counterproductive. The
Nixon administration was hard-pressed to balance its regional and its worldwide
interests. At one end of the policy spectrum, improveiment in relations with
Eastern Europe could not be allowed, by arousing Soviet suspicions. to

opardize other American interests, above all a more goeneril detente with the
oviet Union that could lead to major nuclear disarmarn ht and lessen the dancer

of zlobal conflicts; at the other end, the structure of American alliances could iot
be -ashlv compromised against the conxjgencv of' a Soviet "change of heart," a
stiflenin ofthe Krenlin'sworld policy. " -

This "balancing act" became even more precarious for a short time as Willy

Brandt's Osipolitik expanded and seemed to outrun American interests in the reiion, as

well as the world per se. In the final analysis, however, Osipolitik enabled increased

opportunities for the United States to arrange a rapprochement with the Soviet Union

and Eastern Europe. The Soviet-West German nonaggression treaty signed in August

1970 paved the way for a non-belligerent stance toward the FRG by the Soviets (the

first time since the creation of' West Germany), and opened new forums in which the

52Alan M. J nes, .r., U.S. Forei u Policy In a Changing 11orld (New York:
Davis McKay Com p iny, Inc., 1974), p. 129.
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United States could work towards detente. The numerous treaties and agrcemcnts

signed in the following years all contributed to the recognition of both sides of the

post-World War 11 status quo. Thus the process of detente was furthered by the

actions of Brandt's government, and the treaties and conferences which followed

allowed the superpowers to negotiate a number of important issues concerning

post-World War II settlements, arms limitations, and human rights. 153

American policies during detente were based upon cooperation with the East

without directly threatening the legitimacy of the communist institutions or

undermining their authority. The status quo was the centerpiece of policy, and

recognition of Soviet influence, postwar borders, and the German Democratic Republic

became paramount in the negotiations. As a result, between 1968 and 1975 American

policy toward the East succeeded in increasing mutual contacts -- economic, cultural,

and political.

In the case of East Germany, the United States was forced to recognize the fact

that there was another German nation, thereby emphasizing world order interests

above idealistic desires for a free and democratic East Germany and, by doing so.

enhancing the chances of success in the negotiations with the Soviets. Detente,

therefore, illustrates the American inclination towards stability and world order in

Central Europe. I-or example, even after the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia

in 1968, the process of detente and Osipolitik continued almost without interiuption,

and, in reality, provided impetus For increased negotiations.

American policies continued into the late 1970's based upon detente with the

Soviet Union. The Carter administration in the last half of' the !ecade succeeded in

negotiating S.I.T II and emphasized the human rights aspects of' previous treaties and

agreements; however, by the end of the decade detente was in decline as the Soviets

and their proxies became involved in Angola, MNIozambi.tuc, Somalia, Vietnam.

Ethiopia, and Afghanistan. By 1979, it seemed that detente ,Nas in decline.

153Some of the more important nevotiations which followed were: (I the West
German- I'ol ish treaty recoeniin z the (Odcr-Nei ,s border as the pernIanen t PClih 'l
Crontier siened in I 170; (2) he I971 Iour-powcr a e cceent on the status of. and accose
to. West l3erlin siened by the t nitCd States, lia'ce, Great Britain. and the .(,%ict
.nion; (3) the JLsIc Treat% between the two (crmanes vhich was siened in l),ccbcr

1972. Tbis provided For fnutual recoenition, respect of'each others sovcrei:ei'!. Ind
the develop"ent of normal and peaccrul relations: (4) the behinnin of" the (;bn 2.reuce
on European Security and (ooperation in No vember 9'72 '( 5 ). I l 'is conlrcece,
broIUeht toecther 32 niajor players 1ruim ithin and without tle \VI() and %.\I 0. a
resultCd in the IIci sinkI 1 uil" Accords in 1975. includinm the so-called Basket 3 on
humarn right.: and (5) the Stratecic Armis Limitation Ircat (S.,\T.1) in 19..
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With the advent of the 1980's and the Reagan administration, the policy of

"differentiation" has been emphasized.15 4 This policy derives from the notion that

Eastern Europe is something other than a monolith. The United States' bilateral

relations with East Germany, as with other Eastern European nations, are based upon

its unique and different situation (hence differentiation). Foreign policy behavior
which exhibits some autonomy from the USSR and seems to parallel Western interests

is more apt to be rewarded. In addition, any liberalization of the economy, culture,

political structure, emigration, or human rights is also prone to receive favorable

responses from the United States, such as the granting of most-favored nation

treatment and export credits and guarantees. Although differentiation dates back to

the 1940'F .ie Reagan Administration has reconfirmed the overall nature of past

American policies in this regard.

US-GDR relations have gradually improved in the past few years with a number
of important and unprecedented exchanges and visits. 155 The Reagan Administration's

greater interest in the GDR reflects a recognition of the growing importance of East

Germany in the Soviet bloc. However, American policies toward the FRG have not

been ignored in this increased awareness of the GDR.

Specifically, President Reagan's policy has shown itself to consist of three main

features: (1) no recognition of a lawful division of Europe and Germany; (2) acceptance

and recognition of Eastern European diversity (and hence GDR uniqueness); and (3)

encouragement of peaceful changes in political and social areas. These policy goals
have aimed at evolutionary rather than revolutionary change. The administration has

set certain conditions for improving relations with the SED regime (as with other

countries):

Evidence of reciprocity. Individual countries must have the desire and ability to
reciprocate in our relations and show sensitivity to U.S. interests.

Indications of a constructive policy in Europe., through the CSCE process and in
bilateral relations with other European countries ....

154"Difficrentiation" actually began in the 1940's, however, the Reagan
Administration has standardized it, given it a name, and adopted it as its own.

155Ronald D. Asmus, "The Schultz Visit To Eastern Europe," Radio Free Europe
Research (RAD Background Report.'4 9 January 1986), pp. 4-5. kelated issues which
have been discussed during the 1980's incluce those dealing with settlement of
American war claims.
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Indications that individual governments are sensitive to the traditions and
aspirations of their people ....

Willingness by governments to fulfill their obli gatioqs under human rights,
economic, and other provisions of the CSCE Final Act.

Rhetorically, the Administration continues to attempt to separate East Germany

from the Soviets as seen in December 1985 when Secretary of State George Schultz
visited several Soviet bloc countries and stated:

the division of Berlin, Germany, and Europe was "unnatural and inhumane"
and that the United States did not recognize the incorporatiqoof East Berlin, the
GDR, or Eastern Europe into the Soviet sphere of influence.

In summary, throughout the last 41 years, the United States has been forced to
deal with the German question and the dilemmas it creates. American policies have

been, for the most part, reactive to the Soviets and supportive of the West Germans.

As the American national interests have been perceived to benefit from a change of

policy such as occurred in the late 1960's and early 1970's, new and flexible policies

have been implemented with the help of Western European allies, especially West

Germany. Today, it is very difficult to analyze the policies of the United States in
Terms of just the GDR; all of Eastern Europe is involved in American policymaking.

East Germany does, however, provide unique aspects and opportunities for American

influence in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union, as will be demonstrated in the next

section.

C. U.S. NATIONAL INTERESTS AND GDR L/S GOALS

, In writing of U.S. policies in Eastern Europe, Bennett Kovrig states:

The historical experience of the United States in its dealings with East Central
Europe is one of disaprointed idealism and modestly rewarded pragmatism.
Oficial policy has vacilla'ed between activism and benign neglect, but at its core
one finds the constant fqSyr of revisionism -- of dissatisfaction with the political
status quo of the region.

156 U.S. Congress, Joint Economic Committee, East European Economies: Slow
Growth it; the 1980s (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Oflice, 28 October
1985), p. 559.

157 Ronald D Asmus, "The Schultz Visit to Eastern Europe," p. 5.158Bennett Kovrig, "The United States: 'Peaceful Engagement' Revisited," in 77e

International Politics of Eastern Europe, ed. Charles Ciati (New York" Praeger
Publishers, 1976), p. 131.
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This mix of idealism and pragmatism is extremely evident in U.S. policies in the GDR,

and it contributes to the dilemma of, on the one hand, addressing idealistic national

interests, while on the other, maintaining world order interests involved there.

The postwar division of Germany has forced the United States to confront a

status quo it cannot idealistically condone or realistically change. The importance of

the GDR to the USSR, including many Soviet "vital" national interests, creates a

stalemate. To accomplish even limited goals, the United States must operate with this

in mind. This, in turn, forces a tacit acceptance of the existing regime in East

Germany and the realization that a stable regime may be more useful in pursuing

American interests. Therefore, maintenance of a stable East Germany contributes to a

stable Central Europe.

The national interests of the United States in East Germany can be demonstrated

by placing them in a matrix which relates them to the four legitimacy/stability goals of

the GDR. U.S. "interest" categories consist of economic interests, ideological interests,

and world order interests:

1. Economic Interests- These include those which involve any commercial or
financial links which affect American foreign trade and commerce.

2. Ideological Interests- These interests encompass all of those ideals and values
which the United States (as a political culture) would prefer to occurin the
GDR, to include individual freedom, democracy, firee enterprise. etc. In
addition,, these regional goals contribute to the larger aim of containing Soviet
communism.

3. World Order Interests- The maintenance of a stable and secure international
environment in Central Europe is the main oSkyntation of these national
interests (consequently enhancing world stability).

In this context, how does the American national interest matrix relate to the four East

German legitimacy,'stability goals introduced in the last chapter? Figure 5.1 illustrates

this relationship. The related U.S. national interest is identified as either positively or

negatively influenced in the continued maintenance of the particular East German goal.

1. GDR National Idenmity Goals- The United States supports West German efforts
at keeping the inter-German relationship open. [his serves to prevent an
evolution of a separate last German nationaridentitv among its people which,
if realized, could harm American ideolocical int6rests 5v destrovin2 the
traditional cultural links with the F"RG. ll6%vever, world order interests would
be positively affected if the growth of' an East German socio-political identity
continues; because this nationalism would render permanent the division 61'
(ermanv -- a situation which serves American eoals for regional stability.
Econonic interests in this aspect are not important 'actors.

159Neuchterlein's "defense interests" have been subsumed into this category
because in the case of East Germany, stability is also a defense-oriented interest for
geo-strategic reasons.
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ECONOMIC IDEOLOGICAL WORLD ORDER
GDR L/S GOALS*

NATIONAL IDENTITY N/A +

SOVEREIGNTY + +

IDEOLOGY N/A +

SOCIAL POLICY + + +

* Legitimacy/Stability Goals
+ Positively influenced by continued L/S maintenance
- Negatively influenced by continued L/S maintenance

Figure 5.1 U.S. Interests in GDR L,/S Goals.

2. GDR Sovereignty Goals- Continued diplomatic recognition and relations with
the GDR strengthens American leverage over some aspects of Fast German
actions and provides assistance in aidini in West German demands. Since this
recognition serves to legitimize the "SED regime, it contributes to the
maintenance of both East-German stability and the current status quo of the
East-West confrontation in Central Europe. This contributes to American
world order interests, but detracts from American ideoloeical interests.
Economic interests now become involved because diplomatic recognition allows

reater economic interaction and creates opportunities For increasing East
German denendcnce on trade and technology from America and the West.
Consequcnt,, this allows some American influence in GDR domestic policies
(although inairectly). -

3. GDR Ideologv Goals- American ideological interests are definitely not served by
contributing to the maintenance of a Marxist-Leninist society in the GDI.
However, world order interests are positively affected through the stabilitv
which results from the assurance that the Soviets will not actively intervene tb
stop any "counterrevolution" in East Germany.

4. GDR Social Goals- East German attempts at increasing the standards of living
and meeting the needs of its citizens is a very important mcans for gaining
support, as discussed in the chapter on domestic implements of legitimacy andI
stalility. This.goal influences all three American national interest . Ecofiomic
interests are important because the United States can use financial and
commercial "carrots" in the form of' increased loans, western technology, or
market access to affect desirable changes within both the domestic and ftrei gn
policy of East Germany (from the American perspective). This consequentIv
enabres a limited avenfe to exert influence for resolving idealistic concerns df
the United States, especially in the area of human rights. Lastly. world order
interests are maintained because of' the increased secuitv and stdbili tv which is
created For the East Germans through the growth of thJ standard oftliving and
hence popular support; East GermaiT stability does not threaten Soviet interests,
thus providing no motivations for increased Soviet activity in the region.

This rather simplistic analysis of the American interests in the maintenance of

East German legitimacy today illustrates the importance of pragmatism in the final
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development of U.S. foreign policy. The matrix shows that the American interests are
"prioritized" and in the East German case, world order and security appear to be

greater determinants of U.S. policy than are idealistic concerns. However, the matrix

also provides a glimpse of the "tight rope" on which American foreign policy often

treads; for, as the world order interests are pursued, the idealistic interests are not

forgotten. This demonstrates the distinctive nature of the American pursuit of the

ever-present compromise between the ideals of the political culture of the United States

and the problematic context in U.S foreign policy.

D. U.S. POLICIES FOR THE FUTURE

In developing future policies concerning the German Democratic Republic, there

are three things which affect all decisions in this regard: (1) the nature of overall

East-West relations; (2) the political posture of America's European allies (especially

West Germany); and (3) the internal development of the GDR itself. Since the United

States' interests in the GDR are relative to other countries in Eastern and Central

Europe, the status of the above factors will always contribute to current policy. Any

American administration cannot interact with East Germany (or any other communist

country) in a vacuum.

Given the importance to the United States of stability in Central Europe and the

desire for liberalization of the communist countries there, what are the policy options

available to the U.S.? First of all, any attempts to directly challenge Soviet power and

influence in solving the German question could only produce a high risk of nuclear

war, and overt disruptions of East German stability could possibly bring even greater

Soviet intervention and penetration of GDR society. Since this paper has shown the

importance of legitimacy to regime stability in East Germany, the United States must

adopt policies which do not drastically damage the regime's legitimacy. Therefore,

limited objectives contributing to long-range goals must be formulated.

Between absolute neglect on the one extreme and armed intervention on the

other, there seem to be six possible approaches to U.S. relations with East Germany:

1. Hostile Separation

2. Peaceful Intervention

3. Aggressive Differentiation

4. Accommodation

5. Benign Aggression

6. Gradual Liberalization
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Hostile Separation- This policy entails a complete pull-back from East Germany by the

United States and, if possible, her allies (in all aspects -- politically, economically, and
socially). This would place the full burden of the continued viability of East Germany
on the Russians and reduce Western aid to the country. The aim of this policy would
be to force the Soviets to reconsider their position there and, theoretically, make them
more amenable to change for Western concessions; however, this policy would require
the United States to give up what influence it now has in East Germany, an influence
which has been gained slowly over a long period of time. In addition, the United
States would be forced to "relive" the past as under the Hallstein Doctrine. The
importance of East Germany to the FRG would make this policy all but impossible to
successfully carry out without alienating West Germany.

Peaceful Intervention- This involves Western actions inside the country through
propaganda, economic pressure, and diplomatic pressure to create tension in order to
drain Soviet and SED resources in maintaining stability. A policy such as this would

also make life for the people very uncomfortable and, at least, create instability and
thus foster greater Soviet/SED control and repression.

Aggressive Differentiation- As in differentiation, this policy would concentrate on
treating the GDR in a unique way; however, in this case, the primary purpose would
be to create schisms between the SED and the Soviet Union through "carrot and stick"
approaches without regard to stability concerns within the region. A degree of unrest,

instability, and tension are viewed in this policy to be advantageous to the U.S.
Because of the level of Soviet military presence in the country and the nature of the
relationship between the SED and the CPSU, the chances for success would be
extremely low, and the chances for a dangerous military confrontation would be high

(on the whole, very disadvantageous).

Accommodation- Policies of modest and normal relations with the SED on all levels
aimed toward maintenance of the status quo and regional stability could encourage the
East Germans to feel more secure and improve their foreign relations posture towards

the West. Economic and diplomatic relations would not be promoted or discouraged.
but left alone to evolve naturally. The disadvantages of this policy include the
unpalatable requirement for the West to accept the current situation in Eastern Europe
in order to foster stability. It would also spell the complete abandonment of any
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pretext to the future reunification of Germany, creating at the same time possible

tensions within NATO (especially concerning the FRG).

Benign Aggression- This would entail a policy to address the humanitarian aspects of

the present division of Germany. Emphasis would be placed on increases in visitation

privileges, consumer-oriented trade, cultural exchanges, and sustained Western

influence without challenging the status quo. Although Western influence could still

affect the Soviet and SED hold on the country, any gains would be far outweighed by

losses in the moral and political positions given up if this were implemented. It would

require the West to accept more formally the unfavorable situation in Germany.

Gradual Liberalization- Another name for differentiation, this is the policy which the

U.S. has pursued since the 1940's (as described earlier). The goal has always been to

affect change in Eastern Europe (and East Germany) by providing favorable treatment

to countries showing independence from Moscow without causing destabilization in the

region.

If world order interests are paramount in Central Europe for the United States

(as demonstrated in the matrix), and the stability of the GDR depends upon legitimacy
and maintenance of the division of Germany, then a continuation of the policy of

differentiation seems to be the correct way to attain U.S. long-range goals in the

region. This policy stance provides the capability to address all three American

national interests in Central Europe without causing tensions within NATO (the

current situation withstanding). In the future, however, the United States must try to

take advantage of the discord between Moscow and Berlin to reinforce behavior

favorable to the West. Not only must the regime be the target of Western

reinforcement, whether negative or positive, but the East German people must continue

to be an important focus for Western propaganda and hence influence. In addition,

Western credibility as perceived by the population of the GDR must be pursued. To

better accomplish this, greater consultation and cooperation between the Western

Allies is needed to limit disagreement over unilateral actions and prevent ill-feelings

over policy outcomes.

Due to the constraints facing the United States when dealing with the GI)R (i.e.,

ideology interests vs. world order interests), a modest and gradual approach to the

liberalization of East Germany is required. Any instability within the GDR only
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increases the chances for greater internal suppression and Soviet penetration. The

United States must recognize the importance of legitimacy and stability to the SED

regime and formulate policies accordingly. If world order is maintained, American

policymakers can pursue second order interests through less threatening means and, in

the process, attain long-term results. Just as the GDR must formulate policies within

the spectrum of Soviet control, the United States must formulate her policies towards

Central Europe with the East German quest for legitimacy and stability always in

mind. Any irreparable damage to these vital interests of the SED regime could very
well topple the delicate relationship which has evolved in Central Europe. The United

States is thus required to pursue her national interests in East Germany within this

constraining environment.

1.
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VI. CONCLUSION

The Socialist Unity Party's search for regime legitimacy and stability is a product

of East Germany's unique situation in Central Europe, and the nature of the GDR's

creation has forced the regime to continue to strive for these goals. Although East

Germany shares common characteristics with other communist nations in the Warsaw

Pact, its credibility dilemma contains two different obstacles to overcome; as Roland

Smith writes:

Whereas in the other countries, the problem concerns only the form of the state
and not its national identity, in the GDR the two questions aii~o linked
inseparably because the state j'istifies its existence by its socialist nature.

As a result, the SED's legitimacy and stability concerns are the driving factors in

domestic and foreign policies. Domestically, these concerns are addressed through

various policies which affect East German citizens from early childhood until death.

The importance of economics in realizing legitimacy/stability goals will continue as a

tool in legitimizing the regime and act as the primary measure of success (as perceived

by the population as well as its leaders). In foreign affairs, regime concerns for

maintaining stability (through legitimacy) are also determinants of policy as seen in the

GDR's relationships with the Soviet Union, the Warsaw Pact, West Germany, and the

Third World.

Those instances where discord has arisen between the Soviet Union and East

Germany over inter-German relations derive from the East German paranoic need to
attain legitimacy. Relations with the FRG can almost exclusively be viewed in this

context. Today, East Berlin's position on the inter-German relationship reflects East

German anxieties, namely: recognition of separate GDR citizenship, the mutual

exchange of ambassadors, abolishment of human rights monitoring, and the settlement

of the Elbe river border contentions. 16 1 The quest continues even into the SDI debate

16 0Roland Smith "Soviet Policy Toward West Germany," Ad,'p/hi Papers,
Number 203 (London: The lnternational Institute for Strategic S(udies, 'Winter 1985),
p. 6.

16 1 These four points are part of the so-called Gera demands stated by llonecker
in a speeh, in October 1980.
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which has replaced INF as the major East-West issue, and the SED leadership is facing

similar policy dilemmas this time around.

Relations with other Soviet bloc countries, such as Czechoslovakia and Poland,

fall in line with the legitimacy and stability concerns of the East German regime. This

was demonstrated by the policies carried out by the GDR in 196S and again in

1980-81. By analyzing the different goals which were pursued in these crises a basis for

understanding East German decisionmaking becomes apparent. The East German

involvement in the Third World demonstrates another means to build legitimacy and

stability. Military, economic, and diplomatic ties with developing countries aids in

attaining those legitimacy/stability goals outlined in this paper. Given the importance

of these four goals to the SED regime, the traditional East German search for stability

and legitimacy will continue to govern what independent foreign policy the GDR carries

out in the future.

The circumstances leading to the creation of the GDR; its character; and its

relationships create a complex situation for American policymakers. The conflict

between U.S. ideological and strategic goals in the region are not easily resolved. The

current policy of striking a balance of ideological and national security (world order)

interests appears to be the most prudent, although greater care should be taken to

identify future opportunities. The recognition of constraints on American power and

influence in East Germany; the continued utilization of trade influence; support for

inter-German relations; and restraint of policies which could destabilize the political

structure of the GDR, all seem to contribute to a flexible and realistic approach. For

the United States, the importance of legitimacy and stability to the GDR leadership

provides a means to understand their motivations as well as a possible avenue to affect

change, albeit subtly. The East German case illustrates the uniqueness of both states'

national interests -- the GDR's reliance on a narrow set of goals and the United States'

need to resolve seemingly incompatible objectives in a vitally important region.

The tremendous scope of internal and external policies created to build and

consolidate legitimacy and stability in East Germany are implications of important

political phenomena -- phenomena worth studying. As long as there remains two

Germanies with two different sociopolitical systems, drastically influenced by the two

superpowers, then the quest for SED legitimacy and regime stability will continue.
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